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Tbe earliest record we have of Geoffrey Chaucer indicates 
that he was, in 1357, in the service of Elizabeth of Ulster, 
occupying 'What was perhaps a menial position in her household. 
Later during the French wars, he rose to a position O'f trust 
and responsibility as Prince Lionel's courier, trave_µ.ing with 
messages from England to Cqlais. A~er 1361, the year of Lionel's 
departure for Ireland, Chaucer probably studied··at t-he Inner 
. 
. Temple and was married around 13661 as indicated by Edward IlI 1~ 
grant of' a life annuity to his wife in that year. 
= Geoffrey Chaucer married· Philippa Roet, .the daughter of 
Sir Paon de Roet, Queen Philippa 1 s servant from Hainault. Philippa 
Chaucer had also been in the service of Elizabeth of Ulster, referred 
to only as "Ph. Pan." in her household accounts. Although Philippa 
and Geoffrey were often separated during Geoffrey• s royal missions 
f and although Philippa was a trusted and favored servant in Gaunt I s 
household, there is. no reason to believe that she and Geoffrey were 
unhappily married or that she was Gaunt 1 s mistress,_ as some critics 
.... 
. have suggested. Chaucerts _frequent allusions in his poetry to unhappy 
marriages cannot be considered, in themselves, to be reve·lations of 
Chaucer's persona~ ... ~<!elings about his marriage. 
Geoffrey and Philippa had three children, Thomas, Lewis,. and 
Elizabeth Chaucer. Thomas bas received most of the attention of · (" . 
scholars for he came to be a_ wealthy landowner., knight of the shire, .-~· // 
. 
,,I 
' 
. 
' 
~nd chief butler ··to the king. · Because of his wealth, his friendship .· 
· with the Peauforts·, and :Laneastrians, and his fortunate marriage, many 
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-- critics have attempt~ed to prove that he 1 was the 11 legitimate child 
of Gaunt and Philippa Chaucer. _ ·But all of the ,evidence available 
• 
• to modern scholars suggests that he was Geoffrey Chaucer's eon. 
,· 
·Thomas is known to have used the Chaucer arms and Geoffrey Chaucer's 
seal. The testimonies of Thomas Gascoigne, the Chancellor or Oxford, 
and a London lawsuit identify Thomas as the son and heir to Geoffrey 
Chaucer. 
f 
'--·--
Lewis Chaucer is. the ":cyi;e Lowis" ·of tre Astrolabe. _.Altb.Qug~ 
' . : . 
·1···· 
it has been suggested that Lewis was the son of Cecelia Cbaumpaigne, 
who, in 1380, sued C.haucer for rape, this· theory must remain only · 
a speculation since there is no Im.own. record connecting lewis with 
. Cecelia Chaumpaigne. Elizabet_h Chaucer was probably born in 1367, 
he~ birth being the reason for Geotfrey1 s life annl.li.ty from the king. 
She became a nun at the abbey of Barking and Gaunt presented her with 
a rather large gii'li on this occasion. Gaunt 1s generosity has led -
orie critic to name Elizabeth as Gaunt's child by Philippa Chaucer, an 
identification that can hardly be supported by the bare facts of 
Gaunt's grant. Since Gaunt's generosity was well known and since 
Philippa Chaucer was his sister-in-law, it seems more likely that 
Elizabeth I s grant was merely one of the duke I s gµ'ts to his niece. 
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'~ personal life o:t Geo:tfre;r Chaucer bas · been: a subject 
-
' 
of much debate among scholars and critics. This is espe.cially·. 
true in the. areas of Chaucer's ma.rriage. and children where 
,c scholarly speculation has gone far beyond the remaining facts 
and records to create many conflicting views and theories. It ' . 
I is important, there!ore, that both the opinions of the scholars 
and -critics and the. factual evidence concerning Chaucer's marriage 
, and children be examined so that we may arrive at more coherent, 
and balanced views of these two important subjects. This study, 
then., will restrict itself to the consideration of the topics 
of Chaucer's marriage and· children, maldng use of both the schol-
arly- opinions and factual records pertaining to these two subjects. 
The second chapter will deal with Geoffrey Chaucer1s marriage, 
taking .into account not only the marriage itself, but also 
0 
• the events ·in Chaucer's life that preceded his marriage, i.e., 
his lif'e in the household of Elizabeth of Ulster and his service 
in the court of Edt.zard III. The question o:t Chaucer's ~"lost years," 
those my~erious years- from 1.360 to 1366,· ·will also be ~xamined 
for the infdrIJlation it give~ conceming the date of his marriage. 
Both the opinions of the critics and the- factual evidence will 
be considered in the paragraphs on Chaucer' s wife and his married 
_i!.· lite. Such subjects as .. the ,problem of his wife I s identity and 
............... 
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the happiness ·of his married life will also receive. their due 
.... 
__ ..........;..,.· · ·:...,..·: -.'..:. --:-~:..-.-,....----·-- ·,· • ,.. ~.-,.~4-~ ... - .. -,.,,...... •• 
__;_......-......--"-"-:-~11attention., · ·as ---will the related ··issues of Chaucer' s poetic views 
on love and marriage and of ~he tourteent·h-cent1117 thought on· 
these matters. 
Chapter IV will concem itself with the interesting problem 
of Thomas Chaucer's parentage. Many critics have suggested that 
'I•'! Thomas was not the son of Geoffrey Chaucer and this particular 
treat·ment of Thomas' s parentage will concern itself first witb 
the lmovm facts of his life and then will procee~ to a more 
comprehensive examination of his parentage. The views of the 
critics will be given in a short summary of the scholarship on 
. ,. 
Tliomas' s parentage, beginning with those crit ies who believe tbat 
he was Geoffrey• s son and progressing to those who hold .the oppo-
site view., namely that there was little or no relationship between 
the two men. All of the factual material conceming relations 
between Thomas and Geoffrey must also be examined and, for the 
'purposes of this study, it will be divided into the categories_ of 
"positive'' and "negative" evidence •. The ~positive" evidence to 
.;, 
be considered consists of those facts which suggest that Thomas 
was the son of Geoffrey Chaucer, i.e., such things as the writings 
of the earliest scholars concerning Geoffrey and Thomas, Thomas 1 s 
--
. use of the Chaucer arms and seal., and contemporary testimony that 
Thomas was the son of the poet. The "negative'' evidence ·will 
-
conqern itself with any fac~s that suggest that Thomas was not the 
son of Geoffrey Chaucer. This evidence· includes the presence of 
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e~ly biography of Chaucer, the poet Lydgate I s .failu.re to mention 
' ', Thomas 8s father in a poem addressed to Thomas Chaucer, Thomas's 
use of arms other than the Chaucer arms, and the Chaucer fami y's 
seemingly- unusual rise from a middle class family to a positi n ,. 
. \ 
of wealth an,d social status during Thomas Chaucer's time. 
all of the evidence, both positive and negative., has been con-
sidered, a conclusion ~d summary in the form of a theory of 
Thomas Chaucer's parentage will be made. This theory will attempt, 
to account for the oftentimes divergent nature of the evidence ,, 
remaining to modern ·· schalars and will hopefully present a clearer 
view of Thomas Chaucer's relations to both Geoffrey Chaucer and 
to the powerful families of Beau.fort and Lancaster. 
·Chapter V will deal with the subject of Chaucer 1 s other 
children., beginning with the "lyte Lowis" of the Astrolabe and 
ending with an examination of Geoffrey's relation to Elizabeth . 
Chaucer. The material on Isrr.i.s Chaucer will cover the scholarly 
theori8S concerning his /age, date of birth, ·~d ·the mention of 
his name· in the Astrolabe. Space will also be devoted to the 
lmow.n facts of I.ewis 's life and parentage, including ·an exami-• Q 
nation of the 1380 nraptus" suit against Geoffrey which may have 
.. 
. bearing on his parentage. The material on Elizabeth Chaucer will 
' 
-~ 
-follow the same outline ·as the section on lewis. The theories of 
various critics as to the date of-her Q~h and her parentage will 
· be examined, followed by a presentation of_ the various ·fourteenth-
century recor·ds that y;i~ld information conceming her life. 
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. marriage and children. As in each of the preceding chapters,· this· 
. summary 1-r.i.ll be in the· form of an o·verv:iew of Geoffrey Chaucer's - -
marriage and his relation to Thomas, Lewis, and Elizabeth Chaucer. 
The material in this· chapter will hopeful J y clarify and summarize 
· .. 
~---- .... --.--··--· ----~·-··--·-· , 
the findings of this study. 
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Arq .study of Geo~trey Chaucer I s marriage mnst first, o:t 
,. 
' ····~ 
necessity., take into consideration material that does not directly 
·• 
pertain to the marriage itself. If Chaucer's marriage is to be e. 
thoroughly exanti.ned, the events leading up to his marriage must 
be studied for the light they throw on the important questions 
of his age., social position, and financial state at the tine of 
his marriage. T\-E inclusion of such material, tten, is not 
irrelevant, for it gives a picture of Chaucer's youth and position 
' :in the courts of Elizabeth of Ulster and Edward III, and thus 
provides the needed background ·for 1the understanding o! Chaucer's . 
. 
marriage and married life. 
The account book -of the household of Elizabeth of Ulster 
lists., in 1357, an e:xpenditure of 4s. for a "patlock" for one 
of Elizabeth's yo11ng servants. It is with the mention of this 
seemingly insignificant trensactiori that Geoffrey Chaucer enters 
what remains of his record~ history. Sehcilars have attempted to 
determine the exact position· of the, yotmg Geoffrey in the great 
.. household by using the "patlock" as an indication of his importance. -
.. , or age. .. at the time of the expenditure.. George Williams has some 
\· pertinent poin:ts to make conGerning the "patlock" ani Cbaucer 1,s 
possible age at the time of the expense: 
' This iccount book records that a short cloak. (a "patlock11 ) was bought .for Chaucer at a cost· 
_of 4s. in April or }fay, 1357. Scholars point 
,,. I • 
-
/." 
8 • 
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..... 
', ~ ! • ', out. that the cost or the patlock was so smau ··. ' \ . ' ', .~__.,._~~-~.....,...,_...-~--that the garment may not have been meant for--·a·· · ·--·-". ~........,..._--.,,--~~-~.-...,.,..,_..,......-.-.,-.~-- .... fll.llc:osized man, but for a .boyo By way of -con- .· .. trast, a patlock bought for one John Hynton, 
also of the Countess i household., ·cost over 
·twice as much: 8so 3d~ 
(, 
How can the di£ ference in prices of the two pat1ocks be explained -ea if Geoffrey too was 
a page? o o o The difference in th~ two prices 
suggests, therefore., that Geoffrey was not 
a page.1 
' . 
Williama concludes that Chaucer may not have been a page at this time 
-or,·· that i£ he was,,a, page, his "patlock11 may have been a summer 
garment, costing nm.ch less than the heavier winter 11patlock11 given 
" 
to John Hynton. The matter of the two "patlocks" is· not, then, 
idl~ speculation. It is of great importance to attempt an under-
standing of Chaucer's status and position in the Countess' 
household, for such matters will later raise or solve many quest·ions 
I 
, concerning his marriage. · W-illiams makes the point that Chaucer . 
was probably not a page, as other critics have suggested, but 
there is no factual evidence that contends against his being a 
page; he is simply not mentioned as such :in the few household , 
,, 
accounts that have come down to modern scholars.2 It is in~eresting 
to note that Chaucer was given money at Christmas along with the 
other young charges of Elizabeth's household; a gi~ that· amounted 
to 2s. Qd., smaller than many of the Christmas gif'ts, but also 
;, 
,.... -, 
·· greater than a present of only 12d. to one· Simon. Yrichess.3 
Cl 
- '-Wj lliams summarizes Chaucer Is probable standing in the household ... 
as follows: 0 In other words, it _looks as if Chaucer was not one· 
.. 
. 
of the high-paid employees of the Countess, nor yet one of the very .. 
·I· 
.. 
r,,_ 
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iowest paid. Besides., if he really was a page, .why was he not so 
-~-....... ~~--~ ... ··; ... ! .-.-- .... ~-.. ~ ·· ·- · - · ~~-~--·designated? . Another servant· identified· only as Thomas was twice~- -- -.. ,~ 
' ~ 
' \ ~ ~~l ~ .l ~ in the .sh.Ort manuscript., distinguished by the title 'pagettus 1 • 114 
-y. 
'" \ 
, r .. 
/ 
.. 
We may perhaps safely assume that even if Chaucer tfas not yet a 
page in the household, he was working his way up through the ranks 
of service and that in 1357 he was just at the start of his career1 
·· occupying what was perhaps a menial position. 
.. 
Later, in 1359, Chaucer appears with the English forces in 
France. On March 1, 1360, K:ing Edward III helped ransom him with 
.,,..,,· 
a grant of £.,16, and later in 1360 Chaucer carried letters_ con-
. earning the truce from Calais to England, acting in the service 
. of: Prince Lionel. The fact of his ransom suggests that the yollDg 
Geoffrey had become a person of some value to the court; foot 
' soldiers and bowmen generally went at a lower rate, though 11e 
should not forget that Edward III ransomed a favorite horse at a 1 
much higher cost than his young _messenger. However, the ransom 
seems to mark a turning point in Chaucer's ca~eer. If Geoffrey 
·f, .. ,, ,; .,_, ... -· '·.' . . ' 
. rrent on to study at the Inner Tempie., as Manly suggests.,5 or i£ be 
was with Prince Lionel and Countess Elizabeth in Ireland during the 
next; six years, 6 there is nevertheless a clear indication of a rise 
in his fortunes after 1360. Chaucer's possible age at this important 
"' time in his life is also a point of :interest. Williams commente: 
All that the records permit us to say is that Chaucer 
was born.before 1346. But in view of the fact that 
he had a responsible position as Prince Lionel's , 
· courier in 13609 and that' this position would certainly-
. not have gone to a mere stripling, we must believe that . 
· · Chaucer was at least twenty years old in 1360."' · . .. 
~ ·;. ·I ' 
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With sons idea of Chaucer's age and posit'ion at this time, we 
. ,.., 
: . 
. ' . to 1366, when the remaining ~ferences to Chaucer• s · whereab~i:cts 
are few and enigmatic • 
In 1360, Geoffrey Chaucer ns in the service of Prince Lionel, 
traY_!.!lling back and forth acr9ss the channel carcyi.ng what 'i8re ·-. 
presumably peace negotiations between :France and England. We 
can thus be reasonably certain that Geoffrey Chaucer had risen 
in the household of Lionel and could probably e:xpect better wages 
and treatment t ban the other squires and valets. From a financial 
standpoint, this may ha ve made it possible for him to marry after 
1360, but before any conclusions concerning the date of his 
marriage are reacheq., va must first examine the other facts con-
cerning his whereabouts during these six silent years. 
In 1361, Prince Lionel went to Ireland as governor and stayed 
there until 1366., the tins when Geoffrey Chaucer and his wife 
.. 
begin to appear in the royal records. Could e.ither Chaucer or h~ 
wife have been in Lionel I s service during t be years 1360-1366? 
It would· seem likely tlat Chaucer, being a member of Lionel's 
household, ;muld journey to Ireland with the prince. F. N. Robinson --
finds the idea of Chaucer's service in Ireland an attractive answer 
to the problem., but lfjlliams is ready- to contradict any suggestion · 
of Chaucer's residence in Ireland: 
... 
't,i-1 .. 
...... -
Where he was, or what he was doing., between 1360 ·and 1367 is ~ mystery. Prince· .. _Lionei went., with his , 
.~-
· wife Elizabeth, to Ireland as its governor in ]J61. · 
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Elizabeth died there in 1.363, and Lionel returned 
. .·. to England in 1366. · The dates _roughly. co~espond .·. 
~~-..;:.;...;.__,.,,,._",-. ·.·,..,...,. ,......-'--.~-..,... --~ .,: ·to Chaucer Is lost years; and it has been suggested 
Cl·, •. 
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··· · that he tJent to Ireland tiith Lionelo On the other 
. 
' ,' 
band9 evidence either in governmental records (?r in Chaucer 8 s 1-rork:s that Chaucer ever saw Ireland is 
completely lacldng8-- n·or do many scholars believe that he was there. 
· 
If Chaucer was not in Ireland, where · else might he have been? Ii, 
. . 
. would seem that·· if he were in the service of. either Edward III or , 
. . .. 
Lionel., we would have sone record in the form of grants or a 
· nention of his whereabouts in the royal or ducal records. Yet th.e 
·~rious documents of the tillB are_ completely silent. . But there 
' . 
is one other possibility,· composed of half legend, half fact, 
that remains to be .considered. 
John M. Manly, in. Some Ne1v Lish~ ~ Chaucer., cites the testimony 
of one Master WjJJ iam Buckley whose brief notation concerning Geoffrey-
is fascinating and opens up worlds of conjecture to Chaueer scholars. 
It seems, according to the early scholar Speght, that Master Buckley 
recorded a fine of 2s. levied on Geoffrey Chaueer for the unfortu-
nate act of beating a Franciscan friar in Fleet Street, London. 
Since Chaucer could not have· been fired unless he were uncfer the 
jurisdictiQn of the I?ner Temple, the validity of the testimony 
rests on the reputa·tion of Master W:i.lliam Buckley. According to 
. Manly., Inderwick' s Calendar 2.f.; the Inner Temple Records lists 
,-:.-,· ... I .. :<'·•., 
·Buckley as tlB. man in charge of the 11care and preservation" of the , 
,., 
-Inner Temple records, and Manly is thus justified in presenting 
Buckley's. testimony as, "true and accurate. ~9 It may well be, then, 
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that instead of being. in Ireland with Lionel, as .Robinson suggests., 
y 
. . . 
. -···---.-.~~~·· ~--·-:·-Chaucer was ·a ·student at the ·rfiner· TenIJ)le.10 If he liere ·at the . ·-, -·---•,---·- ·-~rr-~....._.......~ ... -...-... , ..... ~--·,,· -- . 
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Inner Temple these- six years., it would preclude his taking a wife, 
since presumably be would have had to devote all of his time and 
,/ 
finances to the continuation of his studies. This would rule out 
the probability of an early marriage, that is, marriage before 1366. 
The factual evidence of Edward III's grant of September 121 1.366, 
. of a lifetime· annuity to a Philippa Chaucer and a later grant of 
June 20, 1367, of a li.fetime annuity to Geoffrey Chaucer, seem to 
point to a 1366 date £or the marriage. G. H. Cowling theorizes 
that Philippa Chaucer's grant may have been given on the occasion 
of her marriage to Geoffrey and that Geoffrey's later grant came 
on the birth of their first ehild.11 
· Scholars have lmown for centuries that Chaucer married a 
woman named Philippa, but aside from this name and a possible · 
date for the marriage, little else has been lmown concerning the 
'• identity of Chaucer's wife. There are three extant references 
. that have puzzled scholars for centuries. Stow., .in his Annales 
of England., wrote: "He [Geoffrey Chaucer] had to wife the daughter __... ___ _ 
. of Paine Roet alias Gwine king at armes 11 ; Glover confirmed.;this 
-:; 
in his ge,nealogy .of the Chaucer family,,.12 The third reference to 
, Chauce~'s wife is the most enigmatic. It' is the mention, in the 
. . household· a_ccounts of Elizabeth of Ulster, of a li'Oman serving 
with Geoffrey and identified only as "Philippa Pan." Could this 
~ 
servant be the:,Philippa that turns tip in tte 1366 grant and if so,. 
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· what relationship does· she have to "the daughter of Paine Roet" 
-~~~---,~·-,·· ' - - ' .. . . . . . 
. 
. 
that Stow mentions? Before· these problems are considered more 
.. 
. thoroughly, .it ~ be both interesting. and informative to. see 
what the various critics and· scholars have had· to say. about the 
· identity of Chaucer's wife •. 
.. 
,,~ · Thomas Lounsbury, writing in his 1892 Stµdies in Chaucer,. 
--------
.. 
dealt with the many theories that had been advanced concerning 
the maiden name- of the woman who became, sometime around 1366, 
Geoffrey Chaucer's 'Wife.· Accordjng to Lounsbury, Tyrwhitt. and 
. ' 
Godwin believed that Chaucer's Philippa was one Philippa Pycard1 
a damoiselle of Queen Philippa. A German critic, Viktor Langhans, 
theorized that Chaucer married his cousin., Philippa Chaucer, after 
he had given up all hopes of winning the "dark ladyn of his "eight 
years' sickness."13 Godwin, mentioned earlier., had also con-
structed a romantic story of Chaucer's hopeless love for a beauti-
ful and highborn maiden. Lounsbury himself preferred to follow 
another critic., Walter Skeat., who believed that the Philippa Roet 
of Stew's account and the 0 Philippa Pan." of the household accounts 
were actually one person mentioned by two different names. This 
claim that Chauc~r1 s wife was a Roet was by' no means a recent 
. 
critica·l position; both Stow and Glover had confirmed this fact. 
· Manly, writing in 1926., belieV8d that Chaucer's wife was a Roat!~ 1 --·--, 
and that she was· one of the daughters of Sir Paon de Roet, a,.", 
knight from Hainault, who served ·Queen Philippa at her English -
•,.:;..I,.:.'' 
,. . 
court. At the sane time·, Manly was· clearly puzzled by' the "mys-
terious lady who is designated as 'Philippa Pan 1 ," 'implying that' 
r 
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Manly proved that· this -"Philippa Pan. 11 was not a contraction or· the -
I 
' 
' word :eaneta
2
r:ia, which would then identify this partic11Jar Philippa 
as the head .of Elizabetb1s pantry. Since there were no female heads· 
' of the pantry in England., the ''Pan" in'·Philippa 1s nane could not / 
. 
' be an· indication 0£ her partieular duties in the Ulster household • 
_Man~ felt that 11Pan° might have some significance as a family 
. name, but le.ft the problem for· future scholars to solve. 
Two later scholars, Haldeen· Braddy and Margaret Galway, working 
on Manly1s theory that "Pan" may have been- a family name, came up 
with some interesting ident_ifications. Braddy believed that 11Pann 
may well have been the contracted form of the surname "Paon, n 
' •Paonnet," 8Paunet," or "Panneto, 11 as it was variously spelled. 
This would then identify this Philippa as the daughter, of 
Queen Philippa' s servant, Sir Paon de Roat • Marga,ret Galway, 
writing aft;er ~ddy, mentioned that Philippa "Pantt is listed . f . 
• 
as a "domicellafa or "damoiselle0 in the account books or Elizabeth. " i 
l .• 
-Miss Galway postulates, on the basis of this title, that Philippa . 
may have been a·- "rok.estare11 or servant to Elizabeth's young 
daughter, Philippa of Eltham.14 · 
PresWlDng that both Stow and Glover are correct in their 
identifications of Chaucer's wife a-s the daughter of Sir Paon de Roet 4, 
and tne sister of Katherine (Roat) Swynford, it would seem that the . . .. 
theories of Braddy a·nd Galway are correct in their identification 
ot Philippa ."Pan" as. fhilipp~ Roet., Since there liere presumably 
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·--. Dlaey Philippas in Elizabeth's ~ousehold~ (Philippa was an e~eed-
- --- '---~. ~----..:;:____....--~ 
ingly common name -in the fourteenth~centur,, due,· no ·doubt 1 to 
the pc;,pularity or naming children after Queen Philippa) the . "Pan• 
_afl;er her name would have __,served to 'identify .this particular 
Philippa as the daug~ter of Sir Paon de Roet. It would seem like~ 
that a scribe writing in the account books muld make his abbre9'9 
~tions as simple as possible; hence the 11Pan" instead of 
"daughter of Panneto." 
- ' When Geoffrey Chaucer, the son 0£ a London vintner and a 
, I nsmber of an old family of moderately prosperous London tradesmen, 
married in 1366., or thereabouts, he married the daughter of a 
knight. This fact has struck many Chaucer scholars as being strange, 
even a bit suspicious. Geoffrey had neither wealth nor great social 
position. Philippa, on the other hand, did have the status of 
minor nobilit~nd could expect, like her sister Katherine, to be 
married to a lmight at least. Yet she was not; so favored. Williams 
finds this highly irregular, stating that Chaucer married into a 
family which had been fairly prominent and that Philippa's position 
as the elder daughter should have entitled he·r to a more distin-
guished husband.15 . In answer to the perplexing question of just 
why Philippa consented to marry the young valet, Williams resorts 
to a numbe~ of conjectures, theorizing that "she may have loved . - } 
-~ 
him. But love seldom cut much figure in the maITiage of fourteenth-
.... 
century heiresses. Besides., Chaucer himself, in poem after poem, 
professes _that'· he has never experienced happy or sue~_§s[ul love.nl.6 
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Willj.ams' concludes that ~here is another poss,ibilit7., .to his mind 
~ - . : ~ -· . ' ',' .. ·.·_ .. ,, : . ' ~-,. . . 
· -more likely than ~· love match: "The most _ frequen~ explanation 
offered is that ·oaunt (who_ had· a contemporary reputation as be iDg 
J ,I~· 
notably amorous as a young man) got Philippa with child., and per-
suaded (or hired., or forced) Chaucer -~o marry her·.nl7 Williams. 
' 
., 
""", 
"•.~"- .··. 
. -~ continues: 11It would have been in keeping with the character of 
·,. 
• 
,( 
L 
the Duke (whose· record of unswerving loyalty to friends and de-
pendents is almost without parallel in his time -- or any time) 
to provide!.. for her by· seeing that she received a pension. Supplying 
· her with a husband was also necessary -- for Philippa was not just 
an ordinary wanton, but the daughter and heir of an old friend of 
the queen I s and a proteg8e of the queen herself. • • • . Such a girl 
could not be left casually with. her troubles. 1118 Suggesting 
Chaucer's involvement in the matter, Williams states: "If the Duke 
really did seduce Philippa, nothing would have been more natural 
than for him to persuade one of his retainers (by bribes, promises, 
and appeals to loyalty, friendship, or a sense of ~atitude far 
past favors) to marry the gir1.nl9 -
Although Williams is. usually accurate and ~lways provocative, 
he musli be closely examined on many of the points he males con-
cerning Geoffrey, Philippa, and John of Gaunt. Heedles~ acceptance 
of any theory without careful consideration iii light o.f t Ila known 
facts is liable to result in error. Williams states that love was 
' 
- seldom -important in the marriage of fourteenth-century heiresses., 
am he is right., as far as he goes. · However., let it be stated at 
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the outset that Philippa was not a 0,f?urteenth-centur:y ·heiress•_. 
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as was-Blanche of Lancaster or .Elizabeth.of tn.ster.· Katherine 
' SwJnford, Philippa's sister, married a relatively unimportant ····- -: 
lmight and it was not until she came into Gaunt' s service .that 
her fortunes began to rise. Philippa cannot be considered an _ . ' ' 
"heiress" in the true sense of the word., for -neither ·she nor 
h.er son Thomas Chaucer ever sued for the Roet lands :in Hainault 
- · as did· Thomas Swynford, the son of Katherine Swynford. -As far 
as ~dieval marriages and-the absence of love are concerned, 
Trevelyan docunents a marriage that was founded on love alone, 
and although such marriages wre not customary, they could and 
_I 
.. 
did exist. 20 Williams states that Chaucer, "in poem after 
poem, professes that he has never experienced happy or success-
ful., love." This is a rather blind reading of The Canterbury 
Ta1es and the other poetry, and if we are to take many of 
Chaucer's most frequent and loudest protestations at face . 
--
v~lue, we must believe also that he suffered an actual "eight 
,ears 1 sickness" for some cruel lady. Williams ignores both the 
influence .of the F.rench Oourtly love· poets on Chaucer's writing 
and Chaucer's repeated self-satire. In dealing with Philippa's 
' 
-
. family, Williams inflates the importance and social rank of 
Sir Paon de. Roet and makes '-~hilippa the "daughter and heir of an 
Old friend Of the queen IS and a protegee. ~f the queen herself• n 
.B.r all rights, such a description would entitle Philippa to mari-y 
' 
' John of Gaunt if ·Williams is correct. We must remeniper that 
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's, Sir Paon de Roet does not . qualify -for Will iams' picture of a 
. 
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~--___:..:___,...;.-~~,----c:-:--------_ ...... --,.-~...-,...;;.....~~-- ·eonf:taant· and st·auach coun.selor -or Queen Philippa, ~~a.- we mu~---------.. 
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·_ ~ 
also remember that it was Edward III and Queen P~lippa who gave 
. Geoffrey and Philippa their grants and that these grants were 
given for service· to the king and qu~en. Service to Gaunt or . 
any connection with him is not nentioned in the terms of the ·two 
.royal annuities. Gaunt was, at that time, "preparing to leave 
England (on ·a great military e:xpedition into Spain) in the same 
September as Philippa is recorded wedded to Chaucer.n21 Although 
Williams would have the cm ciliatocy pensions for Geoffrey and 
Philippa coming from the ro:yal treasury at Gaunt I s request, it . . 
· · seems more logical to believe that such. a delicate matter would 
have been handled in the strictest secrecy by none other than 
Gaunt himself and ce:r;tainly not by the king and queen. Being a 
"damoiselle" in a great household does not qualify Philippa for 
~ the title of a "proteg6e of the queen," with all the intimacy 
and status such a title st1ggests. Philippa was the daughter of 
the queen'~ serva"nt, a lmight from Hainault ·who now attended 
Queen Philippa at her English court. Perhaps the queen took special 
notice of the daughter of her country111an and gave the young Philippa 
more than the, usual amount of consideration, but the records are 
.. ..,,. -
completely silent on this matter and do ·not permit us to make such 
liberal guesses. Williams 1 attempts to prove that Gaunt I s gifts., 
- to Philippa, i.e., the 1373 gift of a "buttoner with six silver . 
• I 
buttons worked with gold," a 1380· .gift of a silver cup WJ:>rth 31s •. $d., ~ 
a 1.381 cup· worth~ S 7s. ld., and the 1381 admission to the 
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Although a list of Philippa's grants would seem.$0 indicate 
,.. 
that she was a trusted and favored servant in Gaunt 1s household, 
this does not imply that Gaunt had any interest i1,1 her beyond her 
,, n 
status as his legal sister-in-law by his marriage to Katherine 
•• Swynford. The Chaucel" Life Records list many gifts to her'··aione 
and to her and Geoffrey in common. The first record of ~ny grant 
from Gaunt comes in August, 1372, with an annuity of ~10 for her 
services to the Duchess Constance of Castille. Commenting on the 
size of this grant, the editors ,of the Life Records state: ttThere 
are indications that these grants were intended to aid the recipient 
keep up with the costly standards of living in t~ house of so 
wealthy a nobleman.n22 On the 6th of November, 1379, there is 
another payment of the annuity. Since the duke's receiver in 
L:incolnshire handled the payment, it has been, suggested that Philippa 
was residing at one of Gaunt I s Lincolnshire manors or was with her 
· sister at. the Swynford seat in ,Kettlethorp. This would seem to "indi- · 
cate., then, that Philippa and Geoffrey were apart at this time; from 
May 28 to Septe,mber 19, 1378, Chaucer had been in Italy at the court 
of Bernabo. Visconti and he does not turn up in the ·records again 
until the May 1, 1380, 11raptus 11 case with Cecelia Chaumpaigne. . It 
may well have be~, then, that he was in Richard II1 s service and was 
not living· with Philippa tmo would have been either ·at Gaunt' s house-
·hold. OT with her s.ister· during Geoffrey's· absences. other money may 
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·possibly have cone to Philippa Olm of _a ~'..soo sum that Gaunt . 
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· Life Records state, "No separate accounts for her. b.ousehold or 
wardrobe have been i'ound11 ; thus we may expect only a fragmentary 
' .. 
knowledge of Philippa I s services to Gaunt from the. household 
accounts. Gaunt' s various gi.fb-s to P_hilippa, however, provide 
· an interesting amplification of our factual lmowledge concerning 
' . . 
her service and they are a useful indication of her. status in 
his household. 
On May 1, 1373, a warrant was issued to" the keeper of the 
great wardrobe for the delivery of a nbuttoner and six silver-
gilt buttons'' for Philippa Chaucer. These items were probably a 
gift, as Crow and Olson state.,_ "because she was not required to ------
give any acquittance, as \lere Amye de Melbourne and ~eye Gerberge, 
other damoiselles in Gaunt 1s household •112.3, On January 2.,~1380., 
Philippa was given a silver-gilt hanap, an ornate drinking cup. 
Ckl March 6., 1381, she received another hanap and on May 6, 1382., 
~ 
she received a t~ird such cup. Williams values these cups at 
.31s. 5d. ($314) for the first, and L5 7s. ld. ($1,070) for 
the second. He states that "Gifts of this sort -wre not extra-
ordinary in Gaunt 1s household.'124 The last record o·r Philippa's 
presence in the great household is her admission to the fraternity· 
of Lincoln Cathedral in tbe. _company of such notables as Henry of < . 
Derby, Gaunt•s,-legitimate son"by Bµnche of Lancaster; Thomas Swynford; 
John Beaufort, Gaunt 's ~hild by Katherine Swynford; Robert Ferrera;· 
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and other less important reta·iners of the duke. The editors of 
;the. Chauce:r. tire Records state that "It is very probable that 
-=,,,tJ--=,:,O q:.:a~ .1 .!f- e·' "' I "' [2 .!. }S# . 
' 
. 
. 
Katherine herself had already been admitted to the fraternity,. 
since the connexi.oi;i of the Swynfords with the cathedral was a 
close one. She was eventually buried there within 'The Irons' · 
near the choir, and mass on her behalf ms celebrated daily at 
7 ·a.m. In such circumstances, the admission of Philippa Chaucer 
' . 
at the same time with her young nephews seems only natura1. 1125 
l ~ 
This statement is one answer to Williams' repeate!d-,4ssumptions 1 
that this 1386 entrance into.the fraternity, along with Gaunt 1s 
other grants and girts, is an indication of Gaunt 's involvement 
with Philippa. It is sufficient to point out that other servants 
in Guant 's household received gifts of much the same nature as 
Philippa Chaucer•s.26 
· Philippa also turns up in the. records of the royal court 
from the years 1.366 to 1387. She was granted a «! 10 annuity by 
Edward IlI in 1366 and Rtchard confirmed -this grant in 1378. 
~om 1366 to 1387, presumably the year of her death, the·re_ are 
nwnero~ entries of payments on the annuity. In addition, she 
· is mentioned in 1381, 1382, 1383, 1384, and 1385 as being the 
.... 
wife o:t Geoffrey Chaucer in various monies they received jointly 
+rom -the wool and customs subsidy :in London. It would seem that 
they we~ together at least in the eyes pf the royal treasury- _ 
duril]g these years, although Gatmt 1s records parallel this same . 
period with mentions of gifts to Philippa~ She may have been 
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· · with, Geoffrey in London · during these .tour years or she· may have 
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.......... ., .. ~ ..... -.:,....-..-~--~· .-·been at one of· Gaunt 1s residences, allowing Geoffrey to collect 
their mutual income from the customs. In 1368, Geoffrey and 
Philippa had been given robes at Christmas and in 13691 there is 
......_...,,__,....._.._~.~-.,.c'-··· . l 
' . 
--~-~· · .. -
a record of an allowance for nuveries of" mourning" for Blancf:le 
of Lancastere27 .A.fl.er this dat'e, Philippa s~~ms to have been in 
·. ~aunt 1 s service; her annuity begins in 1372 and the records of 
Gaunt•s household continue to mention her 1mtil 1386. · F.rom 1368 
to 1374 Geoffrey Chaucer was frequently abroad on diplomatic 
missions, but; in 1374 he was living at Aldgate as collector o:t 
customs. It seems likely that Philippa would have been with him 
· at least until bis nexli royal mission in 1376. In 1374 Gatmt 
granted Geoffrey a £., 10 annuity n·in consideration of t·he services 
rendered by Chaucer to the Gra:ntor and by Chaucer I s wife Philippa 
to the Grantor I s late mother and to his consort. n28 Gauntt s son, 
,,... Henry IV, gave Chaucer a scarlet gown and livery in-1396, plus a 
..,., ..... 
grant of a 40 mark annuity and a confirmation of Richard II's 
£20 grant for Chaucer's good service. These facts serve···,to .show 
the close connection between Geoffrey and Philippa and the courts 
of Gaunt and the king.. The o~entimes divergent nature of their 
service may have kept them apart a good deal of the time they were 
~ married, but as far as this goes, it does not indicate or give any 
evidence of an unhappy marriage. 
Certain scholars., Williams leading the modern critics -of t hi~ · , ..
~·' 
··~ 
' 
. scliool., persist in. repeating their steadfast belief in Chau~r Is 
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unhappy marriage. Williams sees_· Geoffrey and Philippa as 
·· -- -~ . ·_·. ~-
2
-- :teadlllg "seJ!li-detaChed u'aes,1129 8Dd he: goes on to state: 
,·.,· .• · ? .----•·-.. • ••. ~. ~·:·-·~·.-•.".;"..,~-,- •;~-:-~F".-, ,;o, •..:.. '' ~' .• ·_., -• ........._.~ • .,_-.,•. ••'•·•~-,,.:--•~•-':. --~·.-,• --,-, • 
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"Their 
marriage itself ws· almost. certainly not a marriage of love; 
during most of their married life they had no_ home together; 
. 
. 
their f.inancial affairs wre often separate; and they lived: apart 
for long peri9ds. The evidence ··we .have indicates that there was 
only a minimum of spiritual or intimate communion between them. 
. ' If there had been such connnunion1 Chaucer's attitude toward,· and 
his poems about, extra-marital love might have been. different. n30 
Here 1 · Williams is a bit over his head. The "evidence" he cites 
does not necessarily indicate that "there was only a minimum of 
spiritual or intimate communion11 bet-ween Geoffrey and Philippa. 
{' 
If this was so, then· the same must have been true of John of Gaunt 
and Blanche of 'Iancaster or any other couple separated for periods 
! 
. of time. · All that remains to the modern critic is the bare fact 
that Geoffrey" and Philippa were often separated; whether it was 
for financial reasons, differences in temperament, or for reasons 
of Chaucer's official duties and royal service, we cannot say. 
We can only speculate and we should not call our speculations, 
built as they are on the remaining scraps of official records, 
"evidence • n 
Wtlliams 1 last point concerning Chaucer's supposed .attitude 
toward love and marriage as revealed by his poetry is also indic~-., 
_tive of a comraon critical error. Chaucer speaks of 0The sorwe 
and wo that ____ is in marriage.,n and warns the poor··-Bucldion to read 
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!he Wife of Bath's Tale ·be.fore he too falls into thralJdom. Are 
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0" - these ljnes to be taken as an indication of ·Chaucer•s· personal 
J.:' 
·T 
,·, 
~I 
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--~-., ... , .. ~---==-=::,:<·· ... ·~ 
. views on marriage or a revelation of his inmost. feelings? Robinson-
does not think so. This poem., as he aptly stat.es., "is not to be 
taken· seriously as evidence that Chaucer either disapprove'd .his 
friend's marriage or regretted his ow11 !31 Neither can we· read 
such stories as those of Januar·y and May or of Alice of Bath as 
indicative of Chaucer I s att·itude toward marriage in general and 
his ... own m particular. · We cannot determine from The Canterb,gy 
Tales and the other poetry if Chaucer really did love unsuccess-
fully for eight years., just as we cannot accept at face value 
' 
. 
the story of Chaucer I s pilgrimage with the characters of The 
. 
. Canterburz Tales. Few critics take seriously the idea that he 
found the protot,-pes for all of his characters on the road .. to 
-· Canterbm-y; yet many, such as Williams, are ready to read between . 
the lines of the poetry and gather innumerable, infallible refer-
.. 
ences to Chaucer's self-revealed attitudes toward love ·and marriage • 
.... t"">-'. i: ·\ '. 
Kittredge, writing much earlier than WiJ Iiams, presents .. a moN 
balanced view of Chaucerts,--personal :··life in relation to his poetry: .. 
We know that Chaucer was married, but we know nothing 
whatever of. tte happiness or unhappiness of his ma~ried 
life o Not a single external fact has come down to us 
that · throws any light on this questiono vie may believe 
·as we list~ -but we should, in all conscience~ not pick 
up a word here and a phrase there== now a joke about 
St. Leonard.? copied from the Romance of the Rose, and 
. ~ c--2ss 
now a comic address to. Buck.ton, suited to the rough 
~· ··· jocosity of a · fare~ll bachelor dinrier -- we should 
not, I say, piece together these shre~s and patches of · 
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· humor and call our DlOtley fabric autobiography, while., 
. .. . . ,, , all the time tre disregard . -the significan,ce of t;1 ,.,hole . 
,.·-·---,~.-,.~~~...,.--~-.--~-~-~--,--~----,--~ · ·act· of-Chaucer's Hwnari (Joinedy oftb.e Cariterb~y Pil-
. · .. - g"rimage •••• 32 ·. . · . . . . · 
'' ,~~:, 
" 
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Writing on a similar autobiograpbical-·mining· of The Hous of Fame, 
------
' 
., 
laounsbury comments: 11F.rom the little we know of his [Chaucer's) 
··.life· md ·from the great deal we £ind in his writings, 11a xecognize 
him ·plau,Jy as a man of the world in the best sen~e of a much 
abused phrase. He bad all the tendency to self revelation in un-
important matters [e.g.- the. size of his waistline] and to reticence 
in important ones which distinguish men of his ki.nd. We can be 
certain that he was not one to war his heart upon his sleeve, not 
one to take the world into his confidence· in things in which it 
had no concern, or to parade before it his donestic _grievances, 
·- .,. · if any he had. 1133 A more recent critic, George c. Coulton., also 
sees in Chaucer "a detachment and ••• shyness of autobiographical 
allusions. n34 From the poetry, clearly, we can ·determine little 
about Chaucer's personal attitudes toward. love and marriage. Yet 
each man is more or less in sympathy with the ideals. and. values · 
of his own century and an understanding of fourteenth-century 
thought on these subjects will .give some indication of how Chaucer 
· ·may have felt about his own marriage. 
-
-
0 Chaucer's age was one in which the ideals of romantic marr·iage., 
the children of later centuries, had not yet been formulated. 
.. This is· not to say that it was an era of loveless marriages., con-
tracted solely for financial· or political gain. As Brewer points 
. \ 
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··, . out·: 11Men married for the usual variety or reasons; because they 
liere in love., as the Black Prine~ ma?'ried · ~oan of Kent and as · 
\ 
his brother married Blanche of Lancaster.. • • They also ~i~<i · · · 
. for· ,land_ and money. n.3S Due to the · structure of fettdal society, 
. " 
large consolidations of land and power were possible through 
· astute marriage., and for thts reason, there were many pre-arranged 
.. 
.. 
marriages, meluding ·Cl!ild-betrotbals. li)n and wonen married at 
early age and illegitimacy was not the miforgivable sin it was 
to be ome five aid a_ half centuries later. For the medieval 
person, love was not absolutely essential to a happy marriage, and 
a man and woman seldom married for the express purpose of spending 
their lives in J.ove together. Love and romance were more the 
~ecial provinces of the courtly lover and were to be sought 
' 
. 
outside,one 1s own marriage. The traditions of love-longing, service 
to the beloved., and songs and verses in ·praise of the lady, were 
all strongly established love conventions -- ideals that operateq 
in a sphere far removed from the everyday business of life. As 
' 
. Trevely"an states, "To the educated medieval man and woman, marriage 
·was one relation of life., lo~ another. 1136 Graiing up as he did, 
I 
~ a world 1mere pr-a-arranged marriages were common and in a 
-· 
household wlsre young servants often· married their opposites, 
Chaucer may .well have accepted the fact that Philippa was destined 
,, 
to be his wife. Or he may have been in love., or Gaunt may have --been 
--
involved somehow in the •·marr~ge · -- from the few shreds of evidence 
that remain it is impossible to make any certain conclusions. 
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· · ·· .. · From the standpoint of t l's usual prac'J;ice in _gre~t households, 
Geoffrey and Philippa may haV8 been meant for each .. other by - - . 
· . Elizabeth of Ulster or the queene37 They may have lived to- . 
-, --- ,J·~~· 
-get-her or apart, in perfect harmony, or with ·what Coulton calls 
·~ 
. 
"a homeopathic dose- of that 'little aversion• which Mrs. Malaprop-
so strongly reconunended in matrimony.n38 Their. separate service 
' 
hints that out of choice they may have preferred, or found· it 
convenient, to live _apart. There is no reason, except that of 
personal __ choice, why Philippa bad to work. Once Geoffrey bad · 
become established in his controllership of ·customs he was well 
able to support a wife and family and even a small library. Yet 
this does not suggest the complete absence of any love or feeling · 
between the couple nor does it provide a firm basis for dark hints 
.. 
of Gawit 1 s involvement with Philippa; these suppositions must 
remain in the shadowy realm of conjecture until they can 'be sub-
~tiated by the few facts that remain • 
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0 In 1$78 Th0mas Speght · wrote in his biographical account of · 
Geoffrey Chancer: 11It should seeme tha~ ~o;f'frey Chaucer had 
another son besides i'homas: for in the preface to the.Astrolabe ~ " 
' be writeth to one, whom hee calleth his little sonne Lewys. Yet 
some still hold opinion (but I know not upon what grounds) that 
' 
. . Thomas Chaucer was not the sonne of Geoffrey Chaucer, but rather 
so~ kinsman of his, wt,.ome he brought up. 01 Much later, modern 
· students of Chaucer,• s life would also find occasion to question 
_ the parentage of Thomas Chaucer, refeIT:ing to him by such names 
as. "Chaucer's (or Gaunt•s) son Thomas Chaucer.n2 In the time 
that has passed between Speght and the modern scholars, many 
J::..!_ 
records have come to light concerning both Geoffrey and Thomas 
Chaucer; reco:Fds, which, like the distant and neb~ous official 
accounts of Geoffrey and Philippa, need eareful interpretation 
lest they create more obscurity than they banish. The purpose 
j 
of this chapter is to provide an introduction to the problem of 
Thomas Chaucer I s pa_rentage through an examination of the large 
. · body of factual material centering around Thomas I s life and 
• 4~ ··--·. c.areer. The following chapter will consider the various theoriee 
tbat have been advanced concerning the relations or Thomas Chaucer 
to Geoffrey and Philippa Chaucer and of Thomas Chaucer to the 
powerful families of Peaufort and Lancaster. 
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5 nan ·that succeeding generations have called Thomas Chau¢~- -~ . . . 
. 
. .. . . .. 
Edward III. 113 Martin Ruud, in his informative biogr~phy of 
· Thomas Chaucer, ·feels- inclined to eon-act Speght 1s 1364.;.1365· 
-,- I 
· 'b:irthdate stating: 
, . . v ~e first hea~ of him [Thomas Obaucer] in an indenture 
of John o:t Gaunt, dated at Bayonne, March· 26, 1.389, 
•witnessing that said Thomas is retained for life · to serve the duke in peace and .Jiirar 9 receiving £10 
,early :for his fee out of the issues of the Honour 
of Leicester o II If he were born in 1365 ~ he 1:-1ould . be t,;renty=four in 1389, and at twenty~four a man of 
the fourteenth=century was approaching middle age. I should therefore be inclined to place the date of his birth closer to 1370.4 . . . 
• < Since Speght cannot accurately pinpoint the year of Thomas 1s birth, 
Ruud's assumption of a 1370 birthdat'e does not contradict the few 
extant references to Thomas Chaucer's birth. It would seell)., however, 
that the grant Ruud refers to could also · very easily have been in 
the nature of a gift to Thomas arid would not necessarily imply that 
he was a yo11ng soldier in Gaunt 's retinue in 1389. 
The next record of Thomas 1s eareer at the court comes on 
June 4, 1400, with Henry IV1s warrant to Simqn Bache, receiver of 
.. 
t be Honour of I.eicester, . to pay £.- 10 due to Thomas from his 
annuity of .@_20 out of the issues of t~e Honour of Leicester.5 
-
' Since the Honour of Leicester was burdened with charges, Thomas 
gave . up his annuity from Leicester in return for a X 20 annuity • I 
from the Honour of Tuttebury. Tuttebury soon proved as barren-------
as Leicester and on November 30, 1403, Thomas surrendered the , •.... 
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_ -~---~' ·Tuttebttey -annuity- tar "the marria-ge -of Ralph Stonore, 1 chi valer,' 
I -- --
died while a minor, and -in_ the custody of the said king, and_ so 
from heir to heir."6 
. ' As Marc Bloc and other historians ha~ pointed out,· the . 
• , , Jr • 
________ ·maintenance of the feudal system depended largel,y upon the passing 
-0£ fiefs, or feudal landholdings, __ from father to son or from 
heir to heir. 7 To disrupt this orderly transition was to directly 
. 
I 
threaten the power of the king, for he-., as chief lord of the realm, 
. ' 
-dE!pended on his vassals for revenue and military support. The king --
found it advantageous to appoint trustworthy administrators to fiefs 
that had been inherited by 11nmarried women or minors and thus the 
' institutions of "wardship'' and "marriage" came into being. Accord-
ing to Bloc, the duties of the administ·rator of a wardship were 
well.rewarded: 
The minor was recognized as he:ir; but until such time 
as he should be in a position to per.form his duties as 
a vassal., a temporary administrator held the fief in 
his behalf~ did homage, and carried out the services. 
It would be :incorrect to call this man a guardian; for 
as bajoJ,listre !J who thus assumed the responsibilities 
of lihe fief~ he also- pocketed its revenues., without 
any other· obligation towards the minor than to provide 
for his maintenance.a 
-In most cases, the right of marriage was gran~ed along with the 
wardship. This too was an attractive enterprise, for when the 
heir· or heire~s ma~ied, the administrator would be ~ewarded for 
art·anging the match. The pra,ctice of granting or selling wardships 
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,as tokens of roya1 i'av9r was common in Thomas Cha~cer's time, 
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In England., moreover, the o • ginal significance of · ttie institution was soon far lost · sight of that the lords C3C:, the king in particular· c=>c=, regularly 
ceded or sold the ,:,o-ardship of the child along i;dth 
the administration of his· .fiefso -At the court of· 
the Plantagenets a gift ·of this nature tiaS one of 
~he most coveted of retifards o As. a matter of. fact, however desirable it might be to be ablea by virtue 
of so honourable a duty» to.· garrison the castles, hunt in the forests or empty t_he fia,h<=ponds ~ the 
estates in such cases t-O"ere not the most important part of the gif'to The person of the heir or heiress 
was worth even moreg :for in .the guardian lord or his representative was vested, as -we shall see, the 
responsibility for .arranging the marriage of his 
ward; and from this right also he did not £ail to derive financial profi~.9 .. 
. , I 
• • Thus Thomas Chaucer rece;:ved a lucrative grant in t~e marriage 
of Thomas Stonore. 
' In January of the same year, Thomas received a further grant 
from Hezry IV, of 11the custody of all lands late of Ralph Stonore, · 
laljght, tenant in chief, during the minority of (ThomasJ stonore 
\ his son and heir., and so frODl heir to heir., paying X. 200 at the 
Exchecquer, maintaining the houses and buildings and supporting , 
-
all charges.nlO · On February 23, 11,1.1, Queen Joan granted to 
· Thomas Chaucer the farm of the 
\. 
I -
-. .,..L 
I,. •. , 
manors of Wodestoke, Hanneburgh, Wotton ·and Stonefield 
with all members and hamletS-and other profits and the hundred of Wotton9 to hold as fully as her esquires Wil lian1 Wilicotes 9 no~, deceasedsi and John Norbury held the same by letters 'patent., sun-endered., rendering ·i-· 
«_127 16s. 6d. yearly at- her receipt at Westminster 
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', ' and supporting all charges except fees and annuities previously granted, .the. st:ipenrl. of the chaplain of ..... - •, .... ,. ··:·---·-----, ... ,~ .. c~,~-,-,:''--'.-·c<·-.~·:·\ the manor of lfodesto~.,. and the repairs of the house 
, and enclosures of the park of the same manor.11 .. 
r- -·41:_'..'· ·. 
. . 
-· ___ / Later., the king changed this grant from the "life of the queenn 
to t,he term of , Thomas Chaucer I s life • As Ruud notes, the financial 
reward or this grant was probably quite attractive, the farm of 
Wodestoke being in his words "a profitable sinecure. 012 As stated .. 
,,.,. 
:·---- in the original terms oft he grant., Thomas Chaucer's pq~~~ion in- . . .;. ....... - ., : 
.• ·c,- -- -..- .•• . 
•. 
volved a good deal of responsibility and Ruud cites nwnerous re·cords 
sho1dng that Thomas was a cons.cientious and careful administrator 
at Wodestoke.13 The nexh document that Ruud .lists in his careful 
account of Thomas Chaucer's royal favor is arJ April 12, l.421, grant 
by the Bis hop of Lincoln of a "yearly rent of ·five hundred mar ks 
from his lordship's castles, and manors of Banne_bury, Dorchester, 
and Ne'Herk during the life of the. said Bishop. nl4 The grant was 
given, not only to Thomas Chaucer ttand .others, n but also to two of 
the most important nen in the realm: Villiam Kynwolnersh, the 
tre~surer of England, and WiJ.Jiam Babyngton, the chief baron of 
~ · the Exchecquer.15 .As.Ruud notes., these men ttmay have been receiving 
soDEthing for nothing .from the bishop, but the impo~ant character 
of t~e of them, and the fact that two were clerks, seems to show 
that they~were acting for soDS purpose or other as his trustees. 
·\ 
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., 
· r7 
The enrollment in chancery, a,t any rate, cost them the very, con-
siderable,·sum o~-twenty pounds.nl6 The next year the Receipt Rolls 
list a pul'cha~e by T.ho;mas Chaucer of tbe marriage of· Johanna Arches 
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' · · ··· for ~133 6s. 8d~ Thomas was still involved in wardships in 1426 
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·wen -the ld.ng granted 'bbl the "marriage of Joan., one of the daughters·: ', : -, 
· and heirs of Jolm Drayton., lmight, deceased., tenant in chief of 
Henry v. 1,17 Thomas paid the sum of one hundred marks for the 
Drayton wards~ip. Another boon- came to Thomas Chaucer in the form ' ........ 
of a grant of the wardship of--Eleanore Moleyns. The royal records 
state that: 
--.,-. 
••• the Tresorer of Englande ~_the bill -in fourme aecustonsde shal graunte to the seide Thomas the 
, warde of alle the maners., londes, and tenements vhiche 1-;rere the seide liilliam IJioleyns the sone and now be in -the Kynges handes by the noun age of his seide daughter and heire and whiche exced~ne nought JOOC lio in yerely value after the extentes of hem retour'ned in the chancerie: to have the forseide maners, londes, and tenements duryng the noon age of the seide heire with the marriage of the same hei.re paiyng to the Kynge for the seide warde and marriage five hundred ~rces oonly; · that is to say, four hundred marces in hande and a hundred marces with ynne a yere after that the seide heire is Jdiij ;yere. old$ so that ,-!. the same heire dye or she be'.u~~iij_ yere oldc9 than the seide Thomas be discharged of paiement of the hundred marces whiche he shuld paie afier that age .18 
It is interesting to note that both Thomas Chaucer and Sn- William 
Moleyns held land in Berkshire, Oxfordshire, and Wiltshire and 
- -that, according to ll,uud,- "they ,ere the closest o:f friends.ttl9 
,. 
Ruud cites;_ Lydgate 1 s poem "At the Departyng of Thomas Chauycer 
on Ambassade in to France" where "gentle Molyns" is ,one of the 
uen. wo will most "sighe and pleynen at Chaucer's absence_.20. It ' - , .... \, 
seems, t~en, that the _Mo~eynswardship was given to-·_-Thomas Chaucer 
~· Cl·~ '. 
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because he had a special interest in the well-being of 
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Eleanore Moleyns and her- inheritance. Thomas Chaucer would, 
~.no doubt, care for Eleanore as one of his om children and 
would use the wardship to aid and protect her, rather than 
making. it ·11a field for elq'Jloitation.1121 
1n later life, Thomas Chaucer and Thomas Ha_seley received 
' 
' the custody of the lands and wrdship of Margaret Arundell, the · 
- elder sister of Thomas Chaucer's wife, Maude Burghersh. Ruud 
note_s that Thomas -Cha!lcer had held this grant since 142h but 
it did not appear in the .. , ..~ch~cgue~ ~Rolls .pntil November 13, 
1432.22 ~he· other man listed idth Thomas Cbau9er in. the 
wardship was a business associate and had acted as a deputy 
.. ' 
coroner of London under Thomas who at the tine was the chief 
but; ler of the king. 
Like his father, Thomas Chaucer also held positions in 
John of Gaunt' s household. Unfortunately, little or no informa- -
tion has survived conqerning the official relations of Thomas Chaucer 
. 
-
and Jotm .of Oa\l®. Ruud lists only one mention of Gaunt- and 
' Thomas Chaucer in the Patent Rolls of Richard II where Richard 
confirmed a grant- of twenty .marks from the farm of Walling.ford'--in 
·-
lieu of offices held by- Thomas Chaucer under Gaunt.23 There is 
-
. little doubt that Thomas, like. his father, was associated in some 
lfay with··.both Gaunt's household and the duke's numerous favors to ,· . 
'-.;· .~ . 
. . 
-
- his -servants and retainers. But, as mentioned above., no records 
~JQain of this ~elatio~ship. 
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Both Thomas and Geoffrey· Chaucer were servants of the crown. 
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•, and the son, like the father 9 found the :r~yal service financially · · 
' "' 
· rewardinge Thoma·s, thougli, seems to have been bett.e~ favored than .. 
·.··his· father; · The slow rise of the Chaucer family in the royal 
0 
)service and the fortunate family .. ties that Thomas had inherited 
. assured him of a place at the court. 
, ·The first record of what may be termed Thomas~Chaucer's 
110.tficl:,al Jj fen occurs on October 16., 1399, when he was · given .. 
. ,_ the office 0£ constable of the castle of Wallingford.- The terms 
of the royal grant are as follow: ~-
Grant for life to the king's esquire Thomas Chaucer 
of the offices of Constable of the Castle of 
Wa:t.,ngford and steward of the honours of Walyngford 
and St o Walery and half of the hundreds of Chiltern.a, 
_ receiving at the hands of the receiver there Jf.40 
_ . year~y for _his ~nes and ~10 year'.cy :for a lieutenant 
· in his absence. 
. . 
~ This office seems -to have been little more than· an outright gii't 
' 
and it was granted to Thomas Chaucer dtlt'ing the term of his life. 
After his death it passed on to his son-in-law, the Earl of Suffolk,· 
- . to be held "during pleasure.rr25 
· - . During the years from 1400 to 1403, Thomas served as sher-U.t 
of Oxfordshire and Berks. In J.402, he was OI! an Oxfordshire 
co~ission charged__ by the king with :investigating the -potentially 
treasonous activities of .the Welsh students at Ox.tc;,rd. -·-Later, ·- -'I 
. 
' /'', 
during J.406 and 1407'. Thomas Chaucer was e·scheator for the 
.'·,l -;- : 
eount-ies of Oxford and Berks. According to Ruud: 
' ·~·""'· -
'The escheator was .a fiscal agent· of considerable 
· · importance .. in days when the . crown depended so 
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greatly for its revenue. on fines and forfeitures and feudal dues., and the sheriff was the king's. :ractotun1., · the backbone of royal administration in the shireso The tenure of these offices show very ,clearly that Chaucer was in the confidence of the new dynasty, and further that he t-ras- a 
man of local influences, and of resolution and powero Indeed.9 if one ldshed to ga:in ~otion- , of the important gentry of a given county at a given time, one could easily" ~o so 697 simply 
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rmming down .. the list of ·sheriffs.2 ~ 
rn· l.402, two ;more .Pos~tions of honor and reward came to 
Thomas Chaucer. In the summer of that year be is listed as 
--
being among the retin~ of the Lady Blanche, the daughter of 
Henry IV, who travelled to Cologne to marry Louis of Germany. 
Incl~ded in the retinue were some of the most powerful lords 
in Engl.and, among them John Beaufort and his wife Margaret who 
acted as heads of the retinue .27 In November of the same year, 
Thomas Chaucer was appointed chief butler for the term of his 
. 
. li.fe. Ruud states that while "The butlerage was not one of the . v 
great offices of the state, nor even of the household. •"'•it was ~ . ,,, 
. a dignified place, and one -of , real impo~tance. 1128 Thomas Chaucer's 
duties as chief' butler wre both the collection of tax.es on incoming 
wines and the purchasing of wine for the vari·ous castles, armies, 
sh,ips, and institutions that made up the royal household, ~s well 
' ' 
as -the purcha~ of wine for the court itseu.29 On May 12, 1407, 
' 
-Thomas C,haucer was suddenly replaced in office .by one John Tiptoft -
j 
.. who served during the king's pleasure. Tiptoft is recorded as 
. appointing deputies· from June to November of -that year, but by 
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' . , ..... .. December 7,· 1407, Thomas Chaucer was back :in office. - On December 3., 
. 
. 
. 
- - -- - ----- --- ·- ---- -- • - ·· r ll,.08 J he agreed· to . SUITender liis original letters contain_ing the 
1 ....... 
'• . ., . 
·-·· 
· 1402 grant 0£ the butlers hip in exchange for a new -confirmation . 
' 
t' 
of the butlership during the king's pleasure. Ruud believes that 
0
~ these rather strange events can be explained by- the political 
situatfon in 1407: 
\ 
What is the maanihg of all tnis maneuvering can only be conjectured. · There is some---·reason for believing. that the king, angered _ by his-butler n s ·partisanship of the Beau.forts, suspended him from office by way of discipline!) and then~ tihen Chaucer had made his peace.9 reinstated him after a. !eti months, but when he came to formally renei.,;r the appointment put Chaucer off 1dth an appointment during pleasure in place of one .for life o This seems to me the most pla:usible hypothesis 9 although: it is admittedly weakened by 
.; the fact that Chatt.cer was not superseded during t 18 much more bitter controversy of lh.09~ in which.plainly 
· he was a henchman ,of the Beauforts; and then 
1
_wheri b.e r was con.firmed in his office on the accession ~of Henry v, the grant was during pleasure and not, as one might; have expected, for life .30 
Chaucer was replaced in office again in 1418 £or service in France 
with the royal army. At any rate, he was not to enjoy a quiet and 
uninterrupted butlership until the reign 5)f Henry VI when he was 
granted· the butlership for life. 
-
_ Thomas Chaucer·, like Geoffrey, serve4 in Parliament. ~ However, 
-the son I s career in this respect was far grea~er than his father I s-· ~ 
........ 
_-~attendance of th~ 1386 Parliament as _a delegate from Kent. Thomas 
-
I> 
. ' 
• attended, as a delegate .from Oxfordshire., some ·fourtee·n parlianents ~:· ' -
. 
, 
. 
in all., and wa·s five ·tim3s the speaker of Contm~!!S in the years - __ ....,_------ .... 
from 1400 to 14.30.31 Twice~ in 1407 and again in ]Jill, he was 
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·-· what Ruud·terms "a henchman for the ·Beauforts" who opposed the ,---~ ' 
·- ' ... -- ' 
,i ·,··.·: •• -- - --_ ·-,· • -----· -court party and its chief ·spokesman., ·Ar-chbishop Arundeu.32 As 
r 
. ·. " 
Ruud notes, the events of the continual struggle bet11een the 
king arrl P.arlianent and between the Beaufort and court factions, 
· · may well nave resulted in Thomas Chaucer• s removal from the 
w· 
c~e£ butiership. It is" certain., however, that tl1e king held 
· no grudge against this cautious and diplomatic speaker of the 
' 
' 
. 
· Commons., t~r -if Thomas lrere not a trustworthy subject, he would 
' , 
----·. -
not have been such an important figure in too .king's Fre?ch campaigns~ .--
In t~ year 1414, -Thomas Chaucer jo~e~d twice to the Conti-
·-
·' 
nent on secret missions __ fQr Henry V. His first trip., in the winter 
of J11Jh, was· ·probably concerned with enlisting the support of the 
Duke of Holland and other Flemish nobles for Henry V1 s future in ... 
vasion of France. Thomas Chaucer's second trip, in the su.mner of 
l.l1] 4., makes it apparent that he was a trusted servant engaged in 
-- . 
the_ delicate negotiations (Ruud calls it "Machiavellian intrigue") 
that preceded the war. On this second embassy., he embarked with. 
Henry, Lord le Scrope, Hugh Mortimer, Phillip Morgan, and John _ 
Hovy11gham to_·meet with the ambassadors of the Duke of Burgundy 
concerning the marriage of -- the duke I s daughter to Henry and an · 
English alli~ce with Bar~unc1y.J3 
The year 1415 .saw the actual start of the war that Thomas Chaucer 
---- and his_ fellow ambassadors had helped make possible. On May 29, lh.15, 
Thomas Chaucer received a commission., along with others., t-o array 
,• 
, 
man from Oxford. In A~gust., Henry granted- royal par~on to Tb.omas, 
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1 ,•ot all debts,. accounts, arrears, prests and receipts, wastes, 
• ..:~ • '. '.' s 
·, ,• ~ . 
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:: 
. stripments $ dilapj.'<.iations in any castles and carrying off · the 
' stuff of the same, impeachments, concealments., fines, forfeitures., 
claims, challenges9 trespasses., negligences., defaults, misprisons., 
actions and demands.n34 The t8rms of. this rpther grandiose statement 
are. clear; Thomas Chaucer, like his father in 1398, was in the 
service otthe king and this pardon was "intended to protect-a 
responsib~ official against any inconvenient claims or chargeE? ·that 
. . might be made against him during his absence from the country.n35 
.. -· ·Earlier in the year, on April ?9, Thomas Chauc~r entered into an . 
---:indenture with the crown to lead a force of eleven men-at-arms and 
thirty-six archers.36 Thomas Chaucer agreed to three months of 
-servi~ for which he wa~ paid, on June 6, the sum of, c?l.ll,.o. He 
also made another indenture -.rl:~h the crow., represented this time 
\ 
by Thomas Courtenay, to serve a year with the force he had origi-
nally agreed to lead. The reward for -this service was to be 
£163 3s. 3d., but Thomas Chaucer was not to see service in France 
J' -·' yet.37 Before the expedition sailed, he was taken ill and remained 
· in England unt'il the second invasion of France in 1417 ;- · 
On ~!Ule 6, __ 1417, Thomas Chaucer -receiyed £182, as did others, 
--·-
. :for 11their wages and those. c:,_f their retinue, going with the King 
'.,._,,_..;\., .-..... .. 
E 
' 
upon the voyage· which he is soon to make.n36- In October of the 
same year' he- was a member of the i]] -fated truce embassy and, 
-
·throughout 1418 be served on various commissions arraying men f~, 
....• 
the war. While the war continued, Thomas Chaucer also served on 
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two royal commissions, both of vhieh were ~oncerned · with r~·is:ing 
. 
. 
· ··~money for the crown. The fact t bat Thomas was sent on'these 
arduous tasks points both to his diplomatic ability and h1.s ' ,; 
•:' 
· stature in the eyes of the lci.ng and as Ruud notes, "To raise 
-
money to fill the bottomless pit of war expenses had· become 
almost.the sole function of administration. 1139 Thomas Chaucer 
was undoubtedly an important administrator and he continued to " 
-
1 
serve Henry V1 returning in 1420 to F.rance and remaining there 
until October of that year. 
V 
-An indicatien of Thomas Chaucer's position a~. the court may · 
be gathered from the- events of 1424, ·the year of Henry V's death~ · 
In February, 1424, Parliament created a council to rule during·,_ -
the :Infancy of HeIJl"y VI with the Duke of Gloucester as regent.4° 
The members of the council provide a court "Who Is Who" and include 
such men as the Archbishop of Canterbm-y, the bishops of London, 
Winchester, Norwich, and Worcester, the chancellor, the treasurer,· 
and t l:e keeper of the privy seal, the Duke of Exeter., the earls 
of March and Warwick:, the Earl Marshal.,. the e_arls. ·of ·Northwnber-
. d .. 
. 
·. land_· and Westmoreland, the Lords Cromwell., Fitzhllgh, Bourgh<?ier, 
. . • I . 
&n:d Scrope, Sir Walter Htm.gerford, Sir John Tiptort.,. Thomas Chaucer· 
. and Williani.lljngton.hl Thomas Chaucer was present at three lmown 
neetings of this counc!i -- those of November 26, 1424., May 16, . 
\ . .,-;cc··;' ~ 1424, and Ma·y 22, 1425 •. It is likely that he attended more than _ 
I.' ,-
' 
the three neetings recorded by Nicolas.,- for in the 9y~s of one 
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·modern critic,. "the documents assembled by Nicolas are in ~he .. 
. . ·/ 
·highest degree casual."42 
The record of Thomas Cha.u~r 's prosperous and varied life -
. is not complete without some mention of his marriage ·to Maude 
.~gher~h., daughter of Sir John Burghersh and co-heir to his 
extensive lands. Thomas probably married Maude sonetime between 
1391 and 1395, and through this most fortunate marriage he came 
-·' 
to be a landed gentlemap., holding considerable property in Suffolk, 
Cambridgesh:ire., Lin~~lnshire., Essex., Hampshire., and Oxt'ordshire.4.3 
In 1hl 7 and l41B Thomas Chaucer was able to add to his lands by 
obtaining control of l1argaret Burghersh I s share of her father's 
lands. Thomas Chaucer I s. marriage brought him both land __ .. and po-
... ······--~·-· ..... ,. 
· tentially powerful social ~d political connections. -By birth, 
he could rightfully claim kinship with the powerful Beaufort family 
and since his mother was legally John of Gaunt• s_ sister.:.:in-law, 
Thomas had ties_ nth the ruling House of Lanca-ster. -The .tact that. 
. 
_Maude Burghersh was related to Henry Burghersh, .Bishop of Lincoln 
.•. :~ 
and ~reasurer and Qhancellor of England, also enhanced Thomas I s 
rising social position.44 ~~ .. --· 
_ The offic;al documents that provide., at best., a bare outline 
o:t .. Thomas Chaucer's life point con~istently to a man of no little 
' . . ' 
. financial and practica·l ability. Ruud records- a "loan"· levied_ against 
" 
Thomas 1s estate in- 1436 which totaled the enormous sum of_two 
-
hundred pounds, ,n assessment surpassed only by the amounts require.d. 
. -
of such walthy notables -as ·the Archbishop of Canterbury., the . 
' - ,; ~ ll 
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. republics of Fl9rence, Genoa-., and Venice, and the cites of . / 
. 
. ' 
. : ; ,. •· ."r."' ~-- . -~~ . . 
. 
· York, Coventry, ·,and Norwich.4S Thomas Chaucer was also able to 
-- - . afford the status of having a private chaplain and in 14291 
·• 
.. ~· 
· .. :• 
_J.' • - ,. 
both he and Maude entered the fellowship of Christ Church, ~ 
.. 
. Canterbury.46 f!i Yet., in spite of all his lands, wealth, and social I 
. I • 
position, Thomas Chaucer chose to remain a commoner, refusing 
knighthood in l430-l431 and neglecting numerous opportunities, 
both as a· neniber of Parliament and a member of the g<:>ver:ning 
council or the realm in 1h24-l42S, to seek either political or 
social power. Ruud gives what is perhaps the most accurate 
summary- of Thomas Chaucer's career when he states that "it is 
not pretended that Chaucer was more than he can be made out to 
be -- a wll-to-do country g:entleman of some political conse-
quence, who served the king in many important offices, none of 
them the highest, and who seems to have been content, as the 
.. -Hampdens lrere through so many centuries., to remain a commoner.•47 
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concerning the parentage of Thomas Chaucer,- schola~s have 
been divided into two groups over tl:e problem of whether or 
not Thomas was actually the son of Geoffrey Chaucero There 
are those who believe, as Speght did, that Thomas was indeed 
the_ son of the poet and there are also critics. who see little 
or no relation at all between these two nen bearing the Chaucer 
name.- In order to clarify the problem of Thomas Chaucer's 
debated parentage, a brief survey of the various critical 
positions and their developnent is in order. Through an lc1, 
understanding. of the views of the various scholars who have 
studied the lives. of both Geoffrey and Thomas Chaucer, it is 
·---
,a, hoped that the reader will be adequately prepared to ~a·1 with -
' ' ' 
,. 
• 
the numerous facts and theories concerning Thoinas I s parentage 
~ich will .torm the second part of~th\s- consideration of the 
' . ; ~ ,_,' ·: . ~. . 
' '\ 
problem. \ 
i I 
·--
I.. st-OW, in his 1592 edition of the ~~les 2£. Englanci,was the 
17 
. 
.. first writer to comment on the relat ·. n of Thomas Chaucer to the 
. poet Geoffrey Chaucer. In t~ Annales -Stow ~ote that "He 
[Geoffrey Chaucer]· had_ to wife the da~ghter, of Paine -Roet alias 
-----
Gwin.a king at armes, by whom he had issue Tho. Chaucer~ and later 
stated that he had provided Speght with informatiol:l ··on the subject> f) 
•from records in the Tower and elsewhere.nl 
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·speght, who presumably used Stow1s information from-the Tower , 
· ····_-.: ... , ... :·_---~~-----~--·-~··~··· .. r~·cords m· liis · biography ·o:t -Geoffrey Chati.cer ~ stated his beliei' -- ~- .... -·· --- w---, ... -~·~···:-~·-;-··· ....... --
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in Geoffrey's paternity of Thomas Chaucer •.. 'While Speght, in the 
1598 edition of his 'l'be Workes £! Our Antient and Learned English 
P~et,~Geffpez Chaucer, was the first scholar to record any doubt 
-that Thomas was the son of Geoffrey, it is evident th.at he did 
not share the views of his anonymous doubters for he wrote: · "Ye.t · 
·'. 
some still hold opinion (But ~ know· not upon ·what grounds) that 
Thomas Chaucer was not the sonne of Geffrey Chaucer, but. rather _ '\ 
some kinsman of his, whone he brought up.112 
Speght was followed in 1662 by Thomas Fuller, a· prolific 
historian and antiquary, who stated in The ~istory ~ the Worthies 
... ·' 
~- England that "He [Thomas Chaucer] was sole sone to Geoffrey Chaucer, 
that famous poet from whome he inherited fair lands at Dunnington 
Castle.- in this county, and at Ewelme in Oxfordshire. n3 Fuller was 
_ . followed by Ward, who, in his 1674 Historia ~ Antiquitates Oxonienses., 
: ·was the first to cite Thomas Gascoigne's testimony concerning Geoffrey -
Chaucer's relation to Thomas. John Dart., another antiquary, was 
content with the views of Speght, Fuller., and Ward, and stated that 
Thomas Chaucer. was the· son of Geoffrey Chaucer. Dart made his remarks 
concerning Thomas and Geoffrey Chaucer .in his life of Geoffrey Chaucer 
· which prefaced Urry's 1721 editi.on of Chaucer's Works. · Godwin., who 
wrote his biography of Chaucer in 1803, followed t·he _earlier critics 
· and was content to. add: "Nothing was ever more idle than the ·doubt 
which has .. been started whether Thomas Chaucer were really the son of 
/ 
";,_,~ the poet .• tth L, 
( " ... 
.. 
• ,o,~• 
.i \: 
,/ 
\ 
Sir Harris Nicolas, through his extensive. work with. the. public • • 
-
' j 
• 
· ..... :;.",·,-:.-~··'c~--::··m···: ·'·~--:records· of the · time concluded that "If the poet married Philippa Roet, 
-~ 
.. 
. . 
I,. 
1 Sister of the Duchess ol Lancaster ••• Thomas Chaucer was his son.u5' 
Nicolas was prevented from asserting that Thom$s was the son· of 
' Geoffrey by his ignorance of the identity of' Chaucer's wife as the . 
daug~ter ·of Sir Paon de Roet. Lotmsbury, who followed Nicolas, was . 
·' 
. ' 11 
, ·• not entirely convinced that Thomas ·was the son of Geoffrey:, bl!t · 
concluded ·in his 1892 Studies in .Chaucer that llin the light· of our · ----
. 
. present knowledge kinship of some" kind must have existed between 
Geoffrey Chaucer and Thomas Chaucer. This may or may not have been 
that of father and son, but the 1eight of evidence at present is 
strongly in favor of that particular relationship. 116 ·· 
In The Athenaeum .for January 271 1900., another critic, Walter Skeat, 
presented his reasons .for concluding that Thomas was the son of 
Geoffrey Chaucer, citing especially Thomas's lease of Geoffrey's housa 
at Westminster after Geoffrey Chaucer's death in 1400. On the basis 
of. this incident, Skeat concluded that ttthere was certainly so close a '· 
relationship between Thomas and Geoffrey that the former was heir to 
the latter.n7 Both -irhomas Bayne and E. W. Lummis, writ.ing-in the 
- ~ 
-
February 3., 1900., issue of The Athenaeum, were also convinced of a"~.· 
. 
· t I I • l 
· 
. 
close relationship between Thomas ·and Geoffrey. Bayne and- Lummis 
. based their conclusions on the Vl!llidity of the testimony given by 
, · Thomas Gascoigne, the Chance~~ of Oxt9rd d~ing Thomas Chaucer.!s 
. 
' 
: ..... 
life, that Thomas was the son o:f Geoffrey. In the September 29, 1901, --,, 
I issue of __ The Athenaeum, ·J. Hamilton Wylie followed Skeat, Bayne, and~-· . . . 
Lurmnis in accepting ·Tho~s as Geoffrey Chaucer's- son • 
- : . ~ . .. . 
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Hartin B. Ruud, iri :his l,.engthy and informative biography of 
. . ·' . . . - ,. .· ~' . . . 
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.. ·_ - . -- -~-----":---~so-0 -~---··~'-·-·-·:Thomas ·Chaucer I also concluded in 1926 that a rathe'r and. son 
' 
0 
. ~. 
... 
,-
.. ~ 
'-,!;. 
---··:"' •' 
. relati·onship between the two men was evident and valid. Ruud·· 
relied heavily on the early chroniclers., such as Speght,- Stow, 
. 
. 
and Ward, the Gascoigne testimony,, and the heraldic links between: 
Geoffrey and Thomas Chaucer £or support of his thesis.. After 
examining this evide~ce, Ruud concluded that "There is not a 
-single "good re.as·on for· not accepting·· the tes~ilnony of tradition., 
· of coincidence, of heraldry, and of a contemporary,Gascoigne1 that 
Thomas Chaucer was the son of Geoffrey.u8 Both. Jolm M. :Manly and 
B. J. Whiting., writing in 1933 and 1934, accepted the views of 
' Ruud and added arguments of their own in support of Geoffrey Chaucer's· 
paternity of Thomas. 
Manly found no evidence that Thomas ~s the· son of Jolm of 
Gaunt and Philippa Chaucer, · as some critics have suggested. . :Manly 
firmly rejected the views of Furnivall- and Krauss, stating that the 
· Gatmt-Philippa Chaucer theory of Thomas' s parentage rests 11not upon 
evidence, but upo~ insinuations and innuendoes, or at best upon 
·ignorance and perversion of· normal incidents ·in the 'life of a great 
. . 
' ho·usehold and the relations of a prince of enormous wealth and 
power with his adherents. and friends • 119 
-
B. J_~ Whiting, _in his study of tOO, problem,- admitted that. :. 
- I), 
flhe facts ••• are relatively·scanty, arid'"-,absolute -certainty one -
-way ox- tb.e other is impossible," but chose the t·heory that Thomas, 
· was the son of Geoffrey as tte most tenable. Whiting cited a 
. . 
......... ·__.:.;..· ... 
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·variety of genealogical · and hi.st orical evidence in support·· of · his ~ ' . 
. 
. ": ·-- ·- --· -· 
· · -·~---,r,~--~--~:~·-;---··---~---··· conclusion, including· such things ·as the testimony of Thomas .. Gascoigne · · ·. 
·,.,. . ·_ .. · 
·-
.. ~,· 
.,,. 
I • 
.. 
c 
' and the belief that if Gaunt had been the father of Thomas, it would 
have be~n recorded by Ga'llllt 1 s many -enemies as one more_ black mark 
aga·inst the duke's character. Whiting refused to see the poet Chaucer 
in- the ~petty role of contented cuckold" and st.ated that any relations 
· bet~en Gallllt and Philippa Chaucer., the sister of Gaunt 1s future wife 
I Katherine Swynford, would have been considered as incest; "a mortal 
... 
sin so grave that all John I s fria~s, had they so desire;, could never 
('·'., 
have washed it from his cons·cience. nlO 
.. 
While ·there have been neny critics who have believed in a father 
and son relationship between Thomas 'and Geoffrey Chaucer, there have 
also been those who have seen little or no relationship between these 
two men. The earliest critics of this school were Speght's mysterious 
doubters., but it was not until the publication of Tyrwhitt I s The ·:·f.:' 
C;apt~rbury Tales 2£ Chaucer in 1775, that an-, doubts were made public. 
Tyrwhitt accepted Speght's statement that there were those who doubted 
-that Thomas was the son of -Oeoffrey· and added, 0there are certainly · 
- -
many circumstances which might incline us to this opinion. nll Although 
Tyrwhitt neglected to tell ~is readers exactly what the circumstances 
were that led him to his conclusio~s, he is noteworthy as one of the 
early advocateS, of the view that Thomas Chaucer was not the . son · of _ .. · 
Geoffrey. . · 
F. J. ~i vall, ~it :ing in Notes -and Queries in . ;t.872, stated . · 
·· the case, even :more vehemently than Tyrwhitt. According to Furnivall, 
._.., 
,' ·, . ()• .'' . 
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ff-There is· not one scrap· of .direct· or indirect evidence for the- . -·· . '! ··.·. .. 
:·: . 
. · supposition _that the wealthy Thomas Chaucer 11as the son, or any . ' : • •' . ,! 
... 
. ·relative, of the poet Ohaucer.nl2 Furnivall .based his conclusions 
. ' 
· on the fact that the poet Lydgate., a contemporary of both Geoffrey . 
-
" 
~and Thomas Chaucer., failed to mention that Thomas was the son of 
i Geoffrey in his "At the Dapartyng of Thomas--· Chauycer on Ambassade .. 
in to France. 11 Furni vall also believed that if Geoffrey had another 
son besides the 11little Lewis" of the Astrolabe., he would have 
dedicated the treatise to the elder son, Thomas, rather than Lewis. -
l. 
Furnivall. was followed in 1882., by a 11rs. H. R. Haweis who saw 
numerous indications of Gaunt 's paternity of Thomas in such things 
. 
. , 
·~ 
as Gaunt 1s gifts to Philippa Chaucer, Geoffrey's absence on foreign 
missions during 1372-1374 (supposecily the time of Thomas 1s birth), 
and Chaucer's many allusions to unfaithful wives and unhappy marriages. I 
In the July, 1882 issue of Belgravia Mt-s. Haweis stated that Gaunt 1s 
mterest in Philippa Chaucer and ~he favors shown to Thomas Chaucer 
by Henry IV and the Beauforts repre~~nted undeniable proof that 
Thomas was the iJlegitimate son of Philippa Chaucer and John of Gaunt.13· _ 
In 1932, Russell Krauss built his theory of Thomas Chaucer's 
-
parentage on the .,foundations laid by Mrs. ffaweis. Kra.uss stated 
. 
~ 
1· 
that t.he testimonies of Gascoigne and ·Stow, the fact that Philippa 
Chaucer was Themas 1s mother, and Thomas,'s use of the _Chaucer name 
. -60 
' 
., ...... , 
_and arms in later life, do not conclusively prove that he w~s the --.~ -
' . 
- son of Geoffrey Cha'1,Qer. Krauss was forced to: admit: the _"peculiar~y 
:'.. persistent but at no time decisiv-e series of links betweeh Thomas 
and ~.offrey; 11 but preferred to rely on the presence of Speght I s 
. 
. 
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----.·~- ·- a suspicious conte~orary silence coneerning Thomas I s real father .14 
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· Since Philippa Chaucer was a favored servant in Gaunt 's household, 
and since the Chaucers were closely connected to John of Gaunt by 
' 
· marriage and the Duke 's numerous favors, Krauss suggested that Gaunt 
may have been Thomas 1s father. Lik,e Mrs. Haweis, Iu-auss pointed to 
- .... 
. . 
Thomas' s good . fortune in later life as evidence for Gaunt' s paternity. 
If Gaunt were the father of Thomas, tlien the silence of Lydgate 
. 
. . 
regarding Geoffrey is solved, for, according to Krauss, "One could 
hardly expect Lydgate in a complimentary poem to celebrate Thomas 
as a bastard of John of· Gaunt. 1115 Krauss explained Geoffrey's silence 
on the matter, except :for his references to unfaithful wives and un-, .... ;i. 
happy marriages in his poetry, by as~ng that Chaucer's pension 
from the king., the eont-rollership of Customs., the house at Aldgate., 
and the other grants, both to him and Philippa., 1rere Gaunt 1s rewards 
to a faithful and discreet servant. Tho~s, of course., was sheltered 
. ~ 
_ under 11the Chaucer name and the. Chaucer arms, and satisfied himself 
' with the material rewards coming from his illustrious pateriiity.nl6 
-Gaunt 1s children, according to,. Krauss•s theory, continued their 
• (\ 
·· father I s favors to Thomas. The fact that Thomas failed to sue for 
the Roet lands inHainault was due to his 11lmown illegitimacy,"_ 
,,- ·-
as was his subsequent abandonment of the Chaucer arms in favor of -
-
. the Roet and Burghersh arms found on his tomb.---
1<"ra~ss• s thesis was· accepted by George Williams ·ill 1965,,~who 
. 
. pictured Gaunt'~- involvement with Philippa Chaucer as ____ J.asting from. ,,,,,1,,r, r 
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· · . lovember, 1369, to the spring of 1372 when Katherine Swynford, __ ·---'··---~~'----· --:--...:~-~.--. ··'-7'·..,C·--·-·.-: -···:~. ·- .. 
, I ... 
.... ·;• 
. .. 
. Philippa's sister, bec·ame Gaunt t··s mistress. Williams believed . 
-
·that. "ample restitution" was made by the great du(ke to both.: . 
Philippa and her "wronged husband" in the form of Gaunt 1s life- -- · 
long generosity to the couple and ·their son. The numerous entrj.its 
in Gaunt I s . household records of gifts and favors to Philippa led 
. Williams to believe that Gaunt had an unusual interest in her, 
an interest. not .to be explained by her position as the sister of 
Katherine Swynford or as a trusted servant :Ln his household. 
So far, only the views -of the various critics have been pre-
sented in this consideration of. Thomas Chaucer's parentage. While 
the theories and speculations o:t the scholars are both helpful and· 
provocative, all of the factual evidence concerning the relations 
between Thomas '11d Geoffrey Chaucer must be explained if a solution 
to the problem of Thomas Chaucer's parentage is to be reached • 
. Much of the evidence gives us reason to believe that Thomas . 
. 
was the son of Geoffrey Chaucer. Such things as the -writings of 
th~ earliest chroniclers and historians, Thomas Chaucer's choice 
... and use of -heraldry, his use of a Chaucer seal, Gascoigne I s testi-
mony, a lawsuit involving Thomas Chaucer, and his inheritance ef 
Geoffrey Chaucer's house at Westminster would seem to indicate that 
Thomas- considered himself and was considered the son of ·Geo£frey 
Chaucer.. Yet there are other facts that must also be consicte:red_. 
- Lydgate's failure to mention Geoffrey in a poem addressed to 
. 
: 
Thomas Chaucer, Thomas I s supposed abandonmant or the C~ucer arms, 
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tomb, and the· Chaucer family's rapid rise to wealth and .social. 
position, are obstacles to an easy acceptance of the theory that 
Thomas was -the son of Geoffrey Chaucer. Through a consideration 
of both groups of facts., a coherent· theory of Thomas Chaucer's-
-parentage will hopefully emerge and our understanding of the 
r_elationship between the wealthy and favored Thomas and the ·poet. 
and civil ~ervant Geoffrey Cha,ucer will be clarified. 
The "positive" facts concerning Thomas 1s parentage (i.e.~ 
-
·those that indicate that he was Geoffrey Chaucer's son) will b9 
examined .first. These facts may be divided into the categories 
of: _ (1) the writings of the earliest historians and chroniclers; 
(2) the testimony given by Thomas I s choice and use of heraldry; · 
(3) Thomas•s-use of a Chaucer seal; (4) Gascoigne's statements 
concerning Thomas and Geoffrey Chaucer; (5) a London lawsuit in-
volving Thomas; and (6) Thomas's 1ease of Geoff'rey Chaucer's house 
at Westminster afier the poet •s death in 1h00. All of these items 
----help claX:ify our understanding of t_he reasons why many scholars have 
· .chosen to believe that Thomas was the son and heir of Geoffrey and ~-
Philippa Chaucer. They will be considered in t~ order given- above. -
-··· 
1n 1592., the ·chronicler Stow wrote in his A.nnales of England: . 
.. 
-
-.· 
11He (Geoffrey Chaucer] had to wife the daughter of Paine Roet 
alias Gwine king at arnies,_ by whom he had issue· Tho. Chaucer. 1117 
Spe_ght, 'W.I'it~g. __ , .some six years later in his edition of --the works 
of Geoffrey Chaucer, strengthened $tow1s statement by printing a 
genealogy compiled ~y Robert Glover, ·Somerset Hera:J_d1 which traces 
<1'-- • 
. . 
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· : the : Chaucer family from Geoffrey and Philippa · to Thomas' s daughter 
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Alice Cha_ucer and her marriages to John Phillip and William de la Pole,. 
;the Duke of Suffolk, and finally to E~d de la ,Pole, Tbomas1s .. 
gr.eat-grandson.18 ·As such, these are the earliest··written records: -. · 
of any relation between Thomas and Geoffrey Chaucer •. If they are 
based on records or common knowledge, long since lost, they have 
great value~ to the Chaucer· scholar. This traditional view of • i.-.w .. 
Thomas 1 s parentage, created by these early scholars cannot be dis-
. - re~arded, for it is supported by the testimony of heraldry and con-
temporary. state,nents concerning Thomas and · Geoffrey. 
The limited evidence· provided by the known heraldry associated 
with. Thomas and Ge:C?ff'rey also points to a close link betwen the 
two men. A fifteenth-century book of arms compiled between ___ lb.56 
and 1471 and printed by Oswald Barron in the Ancestor lists the 
f~llowing items concerning Thomas and Geoffrey Chaucer: 
1. · Part-y.silver and gules with a bend countercoloured. This is the shield of the poet. JAFFEREY CHAWSERYS C Chaucer J • Oxenford chy.re. 
· 
I 2. Silver a chief gules with a lion gold o~er all. JAF*FEREY CHA1vCERYS [Chaucer] Of Oxenford cb.yre. At the .root of the page is tr~cked a shield of gules with a silver wheel i,mich is to be "g~rtJ.r with . Chawcryso" A note in a later hand [ sixteenth century] adds that 1~vthis is ment for Sir Payne Roat !those 
·1,. 
.. , .. 
.. :....":'"' i}_:=,.t, 
I, 
dau. Chauser marro but. it should be ~-0 !/ whe~s ~·" In a footnote the editor says~ "Thonfas Cliaucer . bore for arms the three "Giro.eels of Roet quartering this lion coat (which is for Burghersh)., This quartered shield is- shown upon his brass at Ewelme. Geoffrey Chaucer's own shield is found earlier ~ the roll. 11 
. 
--3. Silver a ·chief. gules wit·h a.golden lion over all. THOMAS CHAtiSERYS. ~ 
1,.. '· Pirtly silver and gules with a ben.d countercolored • 
. {Ghaucer).19 · ,,. . •, . " . · 
..... ,, 
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· ·· .. -·_It _·is. important to note- here that Geoffrey•·s arms· (desc~ibed .in 
. 
. 
. 
. . ··· - ~~--~·-"-'.-----~--~-~~· ~-:··,the Chaucer .~~£:~. Records as P!rti :e~r .;eale -argentg and ~ules .,_! 
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bend· counterchanged) are confused with those· borne by Thomas. 20 . . a L · -£ :::::,:a:c::::: 
. 
Geoffrey C_llauc'er never us~d ,the heraldic device of the lion, nor· 
was he f:romOxfordshire, Thomas Chaucer's .home. These confused 
arms, however, point to the fact that Thomas was regarded as 
closely related to Geoffrey during the ha·lf ee~tury- following 
Thomas 1s death. Thomas's use of the Roet wheels identifies his 
, 
mother as a Roet and it is by now certa:ln that Philippa Chaucer., 
Katherine· Swynford 1 s elder sister, was a Roat and Geoffrey Chaucer I s . 
wife. 
Although the evidence given by the confused arms is far from 
~ 
satisi'actocy, Thomas indicated his ancestry even more clearly 
through the heraldic devices displayed in a window of Woodstock 
Church., Oxfordshire. In 1574; Richard Iee collected Vclrious 
. 8 • gatherings of arms, many of£ which are of great interest to· Chauc~r 
students. Among Lee I s gatherings is a group of arms contain~g 
the arms of' both Tho~s and Geoffrey as .follow: 
-· XIII. · Roet, impaling Burghersh 
· XV. Per pale Agr. and Gu. a bend counterchanged Chaucer impaling Burghersh. Crest. -An unicorn's head couped Arg. issuing out of a coronet Or.21 
_ 
. 
· The arms in item XV are those of Geoffrey Chaucer and they impale 
. 
. the Burghersh arms, indicating that the son of Geoffrey Chaucer 
l· 
• (. married a .. Burghersh. The .Roet arms, which impale those of 
' 
. \'"" Burghersh., also state Thomas ts ancestry as the son of a Roat. 
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.. · If the evidence· given by the .. heraldic remains does not point ... : .. :y ·. . . . . . ,/ 
. •-
. . . ; \ ·. ·. 
1 
.... ---------,-~----~· ..... ; .. to.!l'hemas as-the···son and ~ir to Geoffrey andPhilippa (Root) chaucer•···"--~-.- .\·•··· I ·• • '• • • , c; • . . ----
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.............. the fact that Thomas used Geoffrey Chaucer's seal· in 1409 should . 
·' ~-, 
. . i'. 
~-
,-·---. 
..; ! . 
establish, beyond any doubt, the heraldic case for Geoffrey's 
paternity. On a land deed made at Ewelme on May 20, 1409, Thomas.;~.-" --. ) 
. 
used a seal with t be legend 11S I G HOF.RA! CHAUCIER." Although the 
--
. 
11
~- did not make a clear imj:>ression in the 1wax, the Seal is un-
. mistakably that of Geoffrey Chaucer, used by Thomas :in a fairly 
important legal document. Affixed to the same deed is a collllter- . 
seal with the figure of a pelican, but with no legend, as on 
Geoffrey's seal. This counter seal may or may not have been 
r 
Geoffrey's, but ',the first seal is-undoubtedly that or the poet. 
Thomas's possession and use of Geoffrey's seal is one more piece 
of evidence in fairor of his being the son and heir of Geoffrey 
Chaucer. 22 
Thus much of the heraldic evig~nce available to modern scholars, 
. . 
excludi.ng the problemat_ical arms on Thomas Chaucer's tomb which will 
be discussed later, ... indicates a close link between Thomas and 
Geoffrey Chaucer. The Bodleia~ MS _containing -the ·fifteenth-cent'1ey 
--~ -- ·- ~--·-:----:-::- .c:.-
':.. ~- . ... . . . 
roll of arms, -~i~hard-Iee' s gatherings ~om Woodstock Church, and 
.. 
the Ewelme deed of llt.09 sf.firm, as much as heraldry can, a relation-
__ship betwee~ Thomas and Geoffrey Chaucer. As valuable as this_evi-
dence is, it is far from conclusive proof that Thomas· ·was. Geoffrey's 
ti 
-
·., .. , . .. 
s-on. The various heraldic indiqations- of this r~lationsh.ip are 
----- ... -often confusing to tie student unacquainted with the mt~cacies. .. ,
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tllllately, such records do exist; one written by the eminent and 
learned Chancellor.of Ox.ford and the ether a minor.legal matter 
' between a London skinner and some ot his customers. 
Sometime during the years 1434 and 1457, Thomas Gascoigne, ~ 
the Chancellor of Oxford, composed his Dictionarium Theologicum. 
This- religious work is ·of interest to. Chaucer scholars for tte · 
light it sheds on ~he relationship of Thomas and Geoffrey Chaucer. 
Gascoigne included in the Dictionarium two references t.o the ' 
/ 
Chaucer family; one is tlB story of Geoffrey Chaucer's deathbed 
repentance of· his "evil stories" and the other is a statement 
col)cerning the parentage of Thomas Chaucer. After relating the 
story of Geoffrey's late repentance, Gascoigne· added, "Fuit idem 
Chawserus ... :ga~er _Thome Chawserus armigeri gui Thomas sepelitur 
.!!!, N~1Jn_jll;l9i~ Oxoniam.n23 Although Gascoigne may have elaborated 
the story of Geoffrey Chaucer's~- last hours, in order to illustrate 
-his moral., it is highly unlikely that he ha'd. any reason to fabri-
cate a story about Thomas Chaucer I s pa~entage. It is also unlikely 
that Gascoigne was misinforpe-a concerning the relations bet1i8en 
these two_ Chaucers~ Since Thomas was a knight of the shire from 
--- Ox.t'ordshire, a sheriff, escheator, and justice of---the peace; since · 
.,,~,,he lived at Ewelme, seven miles from Ox.ford, and served on varie>us 
roY81 commissions in Oxford. (most, notably the 1419· royal commission 
where Thomas and the other commissioners received gift~ of wine .from 
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· the· local· dignitaries of Oxford); and .since·he held lands in the 
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·- tihire, it is extremely difficult to see how Gascoigne could have 
. ' 
· . ·. ·· ~voided knowing this important local gentleman. 24 Gascoigne had 
duties which to_ok him ·au over Oxfordshire and to the court at -
London, and in the course of his travels he would have heard of, 
a~d possibly have met, Thomas Chaucer. Although he may have 
stretched the truth of Geoffrey's end to make his moralistic story ,, " 
. 
. 
.. 
more _interesting to his readers, Gascoigne had no reason to be 
either misinfQ~med or untruthful in his statement concerning Thomas's 
parentage. Since Thomas was related to the powerful families of , 
Beaufort and Lancaster and since his daughter was thet Duchess -of--
Suffolk, it would seem that any deviation from the truth concern-
ing his parentage would have been quickly detected and corrected. 
=:s In 1933, one of John M. Manly' s assistm;tts brought to light 
·--·-· 
another contemporary refe_rence to Thomas Chaucer's father. During 
, • o-r,'.'-'; 
' f 
the Michaelmas· 3.aw term of 1396, Ralph Barton, a London skinner, 
brought suit against Thomas Chaucer and three other men for the 
recovery of debts. The part of Barton I s suit that concerns . 
Thomas Chaucer reads as follows: 
. -, I. 
I ' , 
J 
Londonia~ 
... : 
Radulfus Barton civis !! J?!lliparius Londonie 
~ attornatum, suum ,212tulit. -~ ,iiiij .. die- versus 
Tliomam Chaucer armigerum filium Galfridi Chaucer 
armigeri de tlacito quod reddat ei 9.uatuordecim 
1ibras vmifn. i:\et duo~ c!~narios. 7s - _ _ . 
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·This is a clear statement of Thomas Chaucer's parentage·~ As the 
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editors of the Chaucer ·Life Records state: "It -is unusual for tl:e 
defendant in such actions to_ be. described as the ·son of his father. 1 ,- ,. 
The description here may be based upon the entry ,concern~ng tbe 
transaction in the ac_count books of the plaintiff, and may· have 
: been 1;;hat given by Thomas Chaucer when he incurred the debt. 0 26 ...... 
Jn the legal proceedings that followed this suit, Thomas is not 
mentioned again and it may be assuned ttat 11a settlenent was -
made out of court, i.e., that the son was following his father·•s 
practice of settling debts upon being sued. n27 This record provides 
factual support for the credibility of Gascoigne 1 s statement of 
Thomas I s parentage and Barton's suit shows that Geoffrey and Thomas 
were regarded as father and son by their contemporaries and by the 
law court at Westminster. 
It -had long been known that Geoffrey Chaucer _leased a house-
-
. 
. . 
. '. . .... ~ '' .. 
.,, 1" 
m Westminster shortly before his death. In December, 1399, he 
took a fifty-three year lease on a house in the garden of St. Mary's 
· Chapel_, We_stminster. . Geoffrey Chaucer died in 1400 and, as 
'Walter Skeat pointed· out, the house did not remam vacant, but _ 
was rented by Thomas Chaucer. Skeat brought this fact to the 
-~ 
attention of scholars in an article in the January 27, 1900, issu.e 
of T~ Athenaeum, statjng that a Mr. Edward-Scott, Keeper ()f the 
' 
' MSS: o.f the British Museum, had discover,ed a new link between T'4homas 
and Geoffrey Chaucer. Accor-ding to Sc·ott, the Sac~ist I s Roll~ at 
- . 
Westminster sqQw · that Thomas Chaucer paid a half year I s rent £or 
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· ___ Geoffrey Chaucer's house in 1h22, some twenty-three yea~s '·after . ./ .. 
- · .... ~--,-----~---------~------.----· - . ' - . . - . ' - , ' - . , . - . - - - ·- ~ij/' .... , . 
. . · · · the date of the original lease. It iS evident that Thomas Ch~ter 
. ·. •. 
........ : .. :,·- .. -.:•:-: ,-, 
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was still paying rent on a house .that, according to Skeat, Geoffrey 
"intended to be at the disposal of his son after his own decease.n 
. . Skeat saw this as positive evidence .that Thomas Chaucer was the 
son of Geo.ffrey .and Philippa Chaucer ·and was their legal heir.28 
Grow and Olson, in -The Chaucer Life Records, have added to 
Skeat 1 s information concerning the Westminster lease.· According 
. 
to Crow and Olson, Thomas Chaucer paid rent on the house from 
September, J J.111, to September, 1412. Thomas Chaucer was also nen-
tioned in the accounts of the wardens of the Lady Chapel at 
Westminster and it is interesting to note that "The rolls of 
other obedientiaries of the abbey make clear the fact that 
Thomas Chaucer was, in reality, occupying the tenement rent-free, 
. -the 66s. 8d.· -:rent which was due· to the warden ·of the Lady· Chapel 
being __ paid partly by the wardens qt the lands of Queen Anne and 
Richard II and partly by the sacrist. 029 Crow and Olson, like 
Skeat, see the Westminster lease as an indication of a father · 
·,. --!~ 
and son relationship betw·en ·Geoffrey and Thomas Chaucer, stating 
that 11The identification. of the· Thomas Chaucer who rented the 
~ 
· Wes~minster tenemen~ vtlth the son of Geoffrey Chaucer is strength-
ened by the fact that the Thomas Chaucer who, on other grounds., 
is ·proV8d to be _the son of Geoffrey, died on 18 November 1434, 
· about the· time oft he last payment. of rent in. his ·nama .n30 
,, 
Thus the-J?e.,·-are· many pieces _of positive evidence that argue 
for< Geoffrey•s· paternity of. Thomas Chaucer. The testimony of the 
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use of Geoffrey's seal, and the statements of Gascoigne and 
Barton 'all argue !or the ··acceptance of the theory that Thomas 
was the son and heir to Geoffrey. HoW"ever., there are also 
.· ·~'' .' 
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,,, ...... ___, 
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circumstances and facts which have cast doubt on this traditional 
' '· 
-vie'fr, and these problems must .. be examined before any final con-. 
clusions-· concerning the rela~ionship of Thomas and Geoffrey Chaucer 
c.an be made. 
The ·valid ob,stacles to the acceptance of Geoffrey's paternity 
-
, a 
o·f Thomas have been briefly mentioned throughout this considera-
tio~ of Chaucer's marriage and his children. They are: (1) The 
... record left by- Speght of a group who doubted Geoffrey's paternity 
, 
of Thomas; (2) the failure of Lydgate to mention Thomas 1s father 
' in his poem to Thomas Chaucer; (3) Thomas Chaucer's supposed 
abandonment of the Chaucer arms in favor of the Roet and J3urghersh 
- I . 
arms; (4) the question of the arms found on Thomas Chaucer's tomb 
and effigy at Ewelme; and (5) the- tmusually rapid rise of the 
Chaucer family. As in the section ·dealing with the positive evi-
1·. --r,· •• ,,~ dence,. ttese problems will be considered in the order given above. 
According to Speght, even in 1598, there were those who doubted 
that Geoffrey Chaucer was the real father of the ·man known as 
-Thomas Chaucer. Although these- men are only briefly IJ).entioned., 
-and· although Speght did not-.:.hold with ~heir opinions, they are 
important .for tti~y are t~ earlie~_t adherents to the · theory that~ •;•.•,,·:.,.•••••>•"''•'" ,•.,,M••.•••''''" ••' •• 
Thomas was not the son· of Geoff~ey Chaucer. Thr9~hout tl's history 
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·or Chaucer criticism there have been scholars who have also held · 
. ' ............ ,., .. . this -view -- notably Ty.rwhitt, Ha1i"eis, · Krauss., and Wj;Jliams. .It 
.. ~ 
• .1°·4' .. 
,-.. 
. _ . is important, then, ··to examine any other facts in Thomas• s life 
which might· support this ~ew. 
Perb:aps one of tte most widely quoted bits of "11egati ve" 
.. evidence is Lydgate I s failure to 1JJ9ntion Geoffrey Chaucer in- his · 
poem, 11At the Departyng of Thomas Chauycer · on Ambassade in to 
France. 1131 Both Furnivall and Kt-auss found this a great obstacle 
to the acceptance of Geoffrey as Thomas I s father. Surely if 
Lydgate had been able .to compliment Thomas as the son of Geoffrey, 
he would have used this poem to do so; since he makes no mention 
whatsoever of either Geoffrey Chaucer or Thom.as 1s father, it is 
possible that Lydgate was purposely avoiding a delicate issue • 
.. 
Shirley, who copied too poem, might also· have added a reference 
to Geoffrey Chaucer; instead he was content to add "i -( = id est) 
--
Thomas,_n there.by identifying Thomas Chaucer as the subject of 
the poem but saying nothing about his father. From this famous 
omission., many critics have concluded that for some reason the 
two men who would have known -of both- Thomas and· Geoffrey chose to 
_ _remain suspiciously· silent concerning -the relationship between them • 
·critics who do not believe -that Geoffrey ~s Thomas ChaucerJ s ' 
. 
father are also interested in Thomas · .. C·haucer's use of the Roet 
.. 
and Burghers-h -arms and his possible abandonment of the Chaucer 
--
- arms. Thomas difil)layed the Roet and Burghersh ~rms both in the 
. . . 
. ,. gatherings recorded in the Bodleian m and the arms on the- :window-
, .. ··.• 
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· o:t Woodstock' Church~. Although the arms borne .by Geo.tfrey Chaucer 
. . 
. 
·appear··in both places, the Roet and Burghersh arms are more promi·-
nent. There are some critics who believe .. that· Thomas abandoned 
- .. · .. '-~ 
the Chaucer arms in favor o.f those of Burgher.sh and Roet • 
. r,. 
. Russell Krauss, .. the .chief advocate of this theory, believes that 
Thomas adopted the .arms of his wife and mother somet.ime after ? • r 
. 
. 
Katlierine· Swynford1s death in 1403 .•. Krauss postulates that . 
. 
. Thomas Cha.:Q.Qer used the Roet arms with the permission of Thomas ;-'·, 
Swytlford (since Thoma~ could only claim the Roet arms .t.brough 
his mother., Philippa Roet) and abandoned the Chaucer arms sometille 
around the year 14ll. 
The arms found on the tombs of Thomas and Maude at Ewelme 
have also interested Chaucer scholars. Nicolas, one _of the first 
to deal with the subject., found twenty shields on Thomas's tomb. 
· These. twenty coats o! arms tell .. variously of the alliances of 
Alice Chaucer, the alliances of the Burghersh :family, the alliance 
. , 
of John of Gaunt and Katherine (Roet) Swynford, and the alliances-
of ~homas and Maude. On the tomb are the arrns of John of Gatmt, 
-. Henry, John., Thomas, and Joan Peaufort, Kat~erine Swyn£ord, Roet, 
"' 
' 
'! 
Burghersh, Roet and Burghersh quarterly and Roet impaling Burghersh. 
The prominence of the Lancastrian, Roet, Beaufort, ~and Burghersh 
arms _have led scholars to believe that Thomas wished to emphasize · 
his. close connection to Gatmt and the Roet family and to djminish 
. --
the connections ,,betireen himself and Geof'frey Chaucer. If Thomas 
. . ' 
was the son of someone otlEr than Geoffrey Chaucer, this would 
. I 
seem li~ly. 
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The rapid rise. of the Chaucer family,· during Thoma-s's· time, 
·to a plac.e of eminence and wealth h$s also interested Chaucer 
. scholars •. · Starting with Gaunt I s numerous gifts to Philippa and 
continuing through the favors shown Thomas by both the Beau.forts· 
and the royal family, and tlE marriage of Alice Chaucer, Thomas 1s 
daughter, first. to John Philip, the Earl of Salisbury, and then 
to the powerful Duke of Suffolk., and ending with the Earl of 
-Lincoln, Thomas Chaucer 1 s great-grandson, being declared Heir 
·---- Appare~t to the throne of England by. Richard III, the Chaucer 
family enjoyed an extraordinary series of fortunate events •... It 
would seem., at first-glance, highly- unusual for a middle class 
I family, such as the Chaucers, to rise so rapidly in the wrld. 
The natural inference is that they were protected and favored 
. . 
by Gaunt., the Beau.forts, arrl the Lancastrians. The theory that 
Thotnas was the illegitimate son of John of Gaunt and Philippa Chaucer 
would seem to account fpr this good fortune, as it would account also 
for Thomas' s abandonment of the Chaucer arms and his marriage to 
. Maude Burghersh. This theory, apparently supported by Lydgate I s 
;,:' poem, Thomas's use of the Roet and Burghersh arms, the arms found 
. on his tomb., and the sudden walth and social position of the 
Chaucer family, would seem to explain many. of the diverse e~eITJ9nts 
-in the history of the Chaucer family; for example, why Geoffrey was 
. . 
, 
not as well rewarded by Gaunt as Philippa was, why Thomas sided so .. --~ ,_ 
·- . 
closely with the Beauforts in parli~ment., and why the Beaufort arid 
' . 
'f·'·~· Roet arms are so prominent on his t"Omb. 
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Thus the facts · concerning Thomas Chaucer's parentage. are · 
.· •. numerous and enigmatic, capable of being interpreted·. in ... a variety. 
. . ' ·. ~ 
. ~~ . 
. . { ····r-· ---- -
·· .of ways and leading critics to widely divergent conclusio.ns ccn-
. 
. 
ceming the relationship· between Thomas and Geoffrey Chaucer. It 
would seem that t her most important task for the scholar in this · ·· , 
area of Chaucer criticism ·is the construction of a theory ot Thomas•s· 
. parentage that would both accommodate and explicate most of:;'::·the 
factual evidence. The remainder of this chapter· will be~ devoted to 
such an attempt in the nature of a summary of all of the evidence 
and its relation to the lives of these two men bearing the Chaucer name. 
From the evidence that remains to inform the- modern scholar about 
. ,the lives of Thomas and Geoffrey Chaucer, it would seem that the tra-
. ditional view, advocated by the· earliest critics, of Geoffrey and 
Thomas as father and son is best able to accommodate all of the known 
facts. This is not to say that the- opposing theories of scholars 
such .as Krauss and Williams have no value in -the consideration of the 
I 
enigma of Tho~s Chaucer's parentage; t~y .. do, for they have forced 
scholars to reconsider all or the evidence linking the two men and 
have st-imulated new research. ' F.rom the ~-investigations of men such 
-as :Manly have come new facts that link Geoffrey and Thomas even 
closer and strengthen the theory t'hat ttey were father arrl son. 
The e_vidence in favor of Geoffret' s paternity of Thomas. has 
already been considered. It may be brie~ summarized as .followw: 
--·-
,, 
· The testimony giv,en by tre earliest schola!s, -~_.e., Stow ~nd Speght., 
Thomas 9haucer 1s lmown .use ·of Geoffrey Chaucer's arms and seal, 
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.· :._.the· test.imonies of. Thqmas Gascoi.gne and Ralph Barton, and ·Thomas's -
' ·.f·:··· ·. 
~~~~~~:tease-of Geof.fr-ey•·s ·nouse··at·westmirisfer; all point. to a··· father . ··-·· ... ·-~-·· ·-.·-----· -,~·0--: 
·• 
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- ·and son relationship between Geoffrey and Thomas. · But what of 'the 
negative evidence, i.e., the presence of Speght 1s doubters, Lydgate 1s 
' ' r. 
·~·- failure to .mention Thomas 1s. father in his poem to Tho~s, Thonias's · 
repeated use of the Roet and Burghersh ... arrns and his. possible abandon-
ment of the Chaucer arms, ani the seemingly tmli\cely rise oft ha 
· Chaucer family to wealth· and social position? These are problems 
·_ that are not easily brushed aside. They-must be solved if _the 
positive theory of Thomas's parentage,_ advocated earlier, is to 
be acceptable • 
Lyd.gate 1 s famous failure to salute Geoffrey Chaucer in his 
ballade, "At the Departyng of Thomas ~Chauycer on Ambassade in to 
~ .. 
. France" presents,c;no serious obstacle when the facts and circum-
stances_ surrounding its composition are understood.-- The poem is 
an occasional piece, written most likely fn Octobe-r., 1417, 'When 
Thomas Chaucer was about to go on a diplomatic mission concerning 
a truce with tm French. The. poem, as Walter Schirmer state,, 
"eulogizes his C Thomas Chaucer I s·J virtues as· a country gentleman, 
friend, and host. His friends, who had found at his house generous 
hospitality, cheerfulness, and the cozy atmosphere of a well-ordered 
ho.."'ne, mourn their host_; now departed from them., ~nd recaJi· nostal-
gically their common delight in falconry and fox hunting.1132 The 
poem ws not meant to be biographical or to allude to the sfame ·of -
Thomas 1s father. Lydgate had mentioned Geoffrey Chaucer in his 
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For he pat was gronde Qf wel-saying., 
In _al bys lyf hyndred no making, 
-~m.aister Chaucer~ pat founde ful many sp~t --
~ liste nat pinche nor gruche 8t euery blot, 
Nor_ meue hym siJ f to par turbe his reste. 
- (I have herde telle), but seide alweie pl\e best,_ 
Suffring goodly of his gentilnes 
Fnl many ~ing embracid with rudnes.33 . 
' 
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As Ruud points out, Lydgate was not writing for the scholars of· 
Ii:;!;- • 
• 
• • 1. 
· the ceit ur1es to come -- he wrote his poem for a certain time and 
,. _ .set of readers who shared the common lmowledge of Thomas I s par-
entage and ttEre was no reason for Lydgate to belabor the fact 
in this occasional poem. 
Thomas Chaucer's use of the Roet and Burghersh arms can also 
be satisfactorily explained. By birth he was entitled to the use 
\·_ 
. 
. , -
._,·· . 
of the Ro~t arms, for Philippa Roet was the daughter of Sir) Paon de Roet. 
By marriage, Thomas was entitled to the use of his __ wife I s arms, the 
J Burghersh shield. According to Krauss, who believes tha-t Thomas 
abandoned the -·Chaucer arms sometime-· after -1411, -- such an action- does 
~constitute an admission of Thomas 1s bastardy.~ The abandonment of 
the Chaucer arms in favor of the Roet and Burghersh arms would have 
-
been legal and valid under the laws 0£ heraldry and thus the prominent 
displa:y of these arms on the- window-of Woodstot:k Church, in the gather-
-· i~gs recorded in t~e Bodleian m,- and-on Thomas 1s tomb at Ewelme, are -
• 
• . . ,J-. 
"i,,.-. j 
- ·., ·-··the natural· actions of a man proud of his ancestry., as T·homas;most 
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surely was, for by birth ~ was related to the Beaui'orts and the . -- .. . '. •. .·· . . .. t 
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_and vrealthy landowning family.-; The arms found on Thomas's tomb 
and effigy at Ewelme strengthen this assumption. If Thomas designed 
the tomb., his desire to emphasize his connection with the families 
. of Lancaster, Beaufort, Roet, and Burghersh is evident.~~ If someone 
------
else, possibly Alice Chaucer, designed the tomb an:i effigy, the 
intention was the sane -- to show Thomas I s_ numerous connections 
'With some of the most powerful families in England. In passing, 
it should be mentioned that the Chaucer arms are not entirely absent 
from Thomas' s tomb., indicating that Thomas did not completely neglect 
to mention his humbler ancestors.34 
( 
When Thomas 1s position as the nephew, by marriage, of John of 
Gaunt is understood there is little :reason for amazement at tte 
Chaucer f amily1 s good f.ortune after Katherine Swynford I s marriage 
• 
' . . t 
-, --, ------ . r. 
' i ,. 
l 
f 
·, 
I 
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,.,. 
,. to John of Gaunt. Gaunt was a man of enormous wealth and he ·gave 
" 
generous girts- to his kinsmen and. servantsF as evidenced not only. 
by the gifts _recorded in his- hol.l\sehold register to Philipp~ Chaucer., 
but also by t~e expensive gifts given to relative;ly unimportant 
' 
ser~nts. - It would. be orµ.y natural for hµi to take an interest 
in:- his nephew and for his c~ildren, the Beauforts alrl --the La~castrians, 
to do the sane. Thus, such th~gs as :Gaunt's purchaee of the marriage 
of Maude Burghersh to Thomas Chaucer for_ the sum of ~ 100 and 
-
-Cardinal Beaufort I s -description of Thomas as nmy cousin Chaucer" are 
· · not indications of Thomas 1.s il~egitimacy., -15ufi rather of his good. fortune 
' . 
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. every indication., shown perhaps most clearly by _Thomas 's loyalty · 
to the Beauforts in parliament., that the . members_ of these two 
· families aided each other whenever possible. In Thomas' s case, 
-
· t.he aid came in · the form of numerdus gifts ·and grants and a . 
. 
-- fortunate marriage. Thomas repaid this generosity in turn by-
his long service to the king and his support of tte Beauforts 
in Commons. 
,,. 
The record of Speght 's doubters, mentioned first in tl:e list 
of obstacles to the acceptance of the traditional theory of Thomas's 
-parentage., has been given the final place in this consideration 
because it., of all of tie negative pieces of evidence, is the least-
signifiqant. Speght merely recorded that there vere· those who 
doubted that Geoffrey had a son named Thomas; he did not tell who 
these critics were or what reasons they had for bel,ieving that 
-
Tnomas was anyone else than the. son of Geo.ffrey Chaucer. Perhaps 
t·here was confusion between Iewis and Thomas. Chaucer or· even 
Geoffrey and Thomas Chaucer, as evidenced by the confused he·r·aldry · 
' 
' \ 
' ...... · .. ; : -· ' -.·:.·,_.---; .·.. . ' ... ' ' .... 
·-···_ 
.. ·. r . ;----· .. 
ascribed to both _man in the Bodleian MS -- we do not know, and 
since their doubts have never been recorded., they cannot be con-
sidered as factual evidence that argues against Geoffrey's paterntt7 
of· Thomas ·chancer. _ 
. 
-
' 
- -·Ta-Thus all of the known evidence, 'though it may seem contra-
_dictory at fir~t glance, is in favor of Geoffrey Chaucer's 
paiierni ty of Thomas. Thomas Chaucer's use . o~ Geo,f.frey I s arms, 
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. his seal, .and tte ___ Cha'ucer name are·., of course, the strongest links 
---
. between the two nen. The testimonies of Barton and Gascoigne give 
-·--
. no indication of being either misinformed or falsified and they too 
are valuable evidence in the case. Thomas Chaucer's use of the Roet 
arms also supports, rather than. denies., ~ l:e theory that he was 
Geoffrey Chaucer I s son. It is only natural that:" Thomas should want 
to use his mother's arms, which would link him with both the Roet 
and Beaufort families, as 1i2ll as with the House of Lancaster. His 
.. Ufe of tre Burg-harsh arms makes it clear that· he was proud of his 
connection with this powerful family. It is import~nt to note that 
although Thomas repeatedly emphasized his relation to some of ·England's 
most important families, he never, through heraldry or any other means, 
denied his parentage. The Chaucer arms . appear in most of the various 
gatherings of heraldry connected with Thomas, including his tomb a~ " . ,, 
Ewelme. Tholllcl~'-s .. inheritance of the house at Westminster is also an . ' . . . . . . 
indication that he was Geoffrey -Chaueer' s legal S(?n and heir • 
., 
--
!-..1 There is one more indication of Thomas Chaucer I s relation to 
Geo.ffrey--that does not quite fall under the classification of "factual 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
........ ., . .. . . . .. . .. . . . 
. 
. . 
evidence" and, as- such., it belongs .more to the summary of Thomas's 
relation to Geoffrey than to the factual links between the two :men,. 
· This material can best _ .. be described as the "temperamental evidence"· 
for Geoffrey• s paternity of Thomas.. There is a remarkable similarity-
in the lives of botli Geoffrey and Thomas as far as their reactions 
- to the world of. the ·Court are concerned-. Alt"lmugh Ge·o.ffrey _was acti~. : .. ; . 
. . in the royal service, he seems to have preferred to remain a servant ' . 
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oft~ king ,rather than a seeker of position and po-war •.. ·_ Thomas., 
. :·-too, . followed. this. sane pattern. His· ·posit:[ori. on ·the governing·· ·- --·--~-· 
council of tra realm in lh.24-1425 or as.:.the speaker for Commo:n_s 
. 
. 
- . . 
during his years in parliament could have led to political polrer, 
but he, like Geoffrey, preferred to live the quiet life. · The 
fact that Thomas refused knighthood in l430-i431 is also an 
µidication that Thomas was, in every way, the_ temperamental son . 
. of Geoffrey. Lydgate 1 who knew_ and loved Thomas Chaucer, found 
in his household the "good chere with gentylesse" which Thomas· 
inherited, no doubt, from his fat ~er • 
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There is ampie evidence for believing that Geoffre.y a~d 
Philippa Chaucer had two other children besides Thomas. There 
are references in the records to a son named lewis and a daughter 
~ ' 
)... ,·'· named Elizabeth. other than these brief mentions, however, the 
• 
records or the time are silent concerning _tlB lives, whereabouts,. 
or fates of Chaucer's other two chil&ren. 
Chaucer's son Lewis is perhaps best _know to the reader of 
Chaucer's Works through the references to him in A Treatise on 
. 
- -
the Astrolabe. Chaucer opens his treatise with a reference to 
his· young son: 
Lyte Lowys my sone, I aperceyve wel by certeyne -
evydences thyn abilitie to lerne sciences touching 
nombres and proporciouns; and as wel considr.e I t,t1y besy praier in special to lerne the· ~retys of the Astrelabieoooo This tretisooewol I shewe under full light reules and naked word.es in Englissh., for Latyn 
ne canst thou yit but small, my litel sone.l 
Kittredge., in his 1917 c<>i"tlillentary on this p~ssage.,- believed 
/IJI'' that tte terms 0£ address in the Astrolabe were those most suitable. 
for an older man speakjpg to a young fr1end. Iu.ttredge cites 
John RusselJ. 1·s The Book of Nurture and Soogan's Moral Ballade 
-------
to Henry of Derby and his . brothers as evidence of this usage o:f 
· the tem "m;.r son."2 . The. Iewis ~C~ucer 1s work is, according to. 
.... 
r"·\, 
. -·, 
-· 
. 
1)1 
Kittredge, another young. man., in all probability the son of 
. ' 
.... ~·-·. 
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Sir Lewis Clifford. Sir Lewis Clifford was a close friend of 
" • ·• --•··••r-···-•:--- - .. • 
----- ·---·-· -· -------,.. ··- ,---------·-'-·--·-·---· . ----. -____;._...:__~--------Ohauc-er ·and Kit·tredge _ :_assunies that it -would have been only natural 
-----~· , 
I 
·;.,. 
for the _poet. to honor his friend I s. son with -A Treatise on the ' ' . 
. 
-
-=-~ 
'q, Astrolabe. The unfinished .A~trolabe is -explained by Kittredge as 
~· a measure of Chaucer's grief over-the death of-his young pupil 
who died in -1391.3 However., Kittredge remained open minded in 
his· ~terpretation and stated: 0 It, however, someone should be able 
to establish the existence of a Lewis Chaucer of a suit-able age, 
or to demonstrate that· lewis Clifford the younger was not about 
ten years old when he died, the case would of course be lost.n4 
Unfortunately ·for Kittredge I s well~reasoned case., the editors of 
the Chaucer Life Records print a document shewing that there was 
a lewis Chaucer most probably of "suitable age" to have been the 
"lyte Lowis" of the Astrolabe. 
--
In J.403, William Lovenay, tte keeper of the great wardrobe, 
listed th~ nan.es of the men who held the royal castle of Carmarthen • 
. ·= In that list appear the names of Thomas Chaucer and one 11Ludowicus 
Chaucer" with their. respective payments for military service. 
--
' According to Crow arid Olson, "The discovery of-- the record ~cn-
cerning the p-aynents to Thomas and L9wis Chaucer ••• has tended to 
strengthen the idea that lewis was Chaucer's own son, and perhaps~-·. 
tte godson of Si; Lewis Clifford.n.5 ··· · ,-
,, 
This .asswuption is also strengthened by a statement found in 
the colophon of t~ fi.fteent.h-cenli-ury Tractatus ~ Conclusionibus 
Astrolabi. The reference to Chaucer states that te -~ composed the 
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Treatise on the Astrolabe for his son who ,was studying at Oxford -- · -. 
,·-··--
~-----~·-·;···under t·he direction of a Master· N. Strode. This bears out Chaucer's 
·' 
. .,...... 
I 
-
statement that he had given ·Lawis an .astrolabe corrected for the 
latitude of Oxford. 6. 
""~-J 
These two references ·to Lewis Chaucer, as helpful as they ma:, 
·' 
be in determining his relatior1ship to Geoffrey Chaucer, do not, com-
pletely solve another quest.ion concerning his birth and parentage. 
r.er~n critics., notably J. w. Hales., Walt~r Skeat., and P. R. Watts., 
have po~tulated that lewis was the child ~orn out of Chaucer's 1380 
''\,, 
"raptus11 of,, Cecelia Cbaumpaigne. The term "raptusn in Edieval legal 
·.'-. 
'-
. . ''-. 
interpretation,~ould man either rape or abduction and it will be ",, 
. 
. 
helpful to consi~~ briefly both the facts concerning Chaucer's 
~nraptus" of Cecelia Cha~aigne and the opinions of two legal 
' ~ 
·, 
scholars on this subject.',·., 
On :May 1., 1380., Geoff'rey<>G.bauc~r was released by Cecelia. 
Chaumpaigne of all actions concerning her "de raptu meo. 8 This 
release was followed on June 28, 1380, by a release given to 
Chaucer by Richard Goodchild and John Grove of all actions of 
-l~w. A_ general release -by Cecelia Chaumpaigne was also given to 
Goodchild and Grove on-- the sane day as Chaucer's release. Clearly., 
Cha_ucer was involved with the two men, possibly as an -accessory. 7 e 
. - . 
--
' .: Since no more records concerning -the case are extant, our inter-
-
pretation of the event ·depends Qn the exa.,ct mean~ ~f the word_ 
"raptus. 0 
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The editors of the Chaucer Life' Records state that "RaJ?tus. 
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·. · -, / . ,(or l'aP8re) 1n ned!eval legal a~cuments m:i.ght be 11S8c'l with ~~fe;;~~----
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·. to either rape or abduction. 118 P. R. Watts, a legal historian-· 
· writing in 1947, cited an it,ipressive amount of. evidence to support 
' 
' the theory that Chau~er was guilty of an actual rape.· Since wa·tts 1 
article is too lengthy to cite in detail., only a short summary of 
. -his main points will be given here. Watts believes that Cecelia 
actually threatened t_o Jjrosecute Chaucer for rape, but that for some 
-- reason, she gave him a formal release from any future prosecution. 
Watts suggests that Chaucer obtained his release by paying Cecelia 
- Chaumpaigne a large sum of money. Goodchild and Grove, according 
to Watts, rrere largely" innocent in the affair, acting perhaps as 
Chaucer's agents and thus exposing themselves to prosecuti.on. 
Chaucer -was not ultlllately bro~ht to trial because either he 
bribed Cecelia or she had a child as a result of the rape. If 
she did have a child, she would also be debarred from any 1\1.rther 
suits against Chaucer since pregnancy, under medieval law, would-
, 
have been an indication of' her consent to a love affair with Chaucer. 
Watts reasons that if Lewis was born in 1391,and if Cecelia Chaumpaigne 
, did become pregnant as a result of the 0raptus,'' Lewis Chaucer may 
well ;have been tlEir child.9 .. 
: Another historian, T. F. T. P1uclmett, argues.t.that Clia,uceP- .did 
not rape Cecelia Chaumpaigne, but that the case was, one of seduction. 
According to Pluck:nett, Chaucer· seduced Cecelia mo then· ·threatened 
-·-
-· ' 
I 
· to sue him for the very serious offense of rape. Since either she, 
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· . or her lega~ advisors, lmew. that she bad no re~l.. c1ase,. ·she. settle.d .. 
with Chaucer ··out of court. Chaucer also preferred to handle .the 
·. matter out of court· and persuaded Goo.,dchild and Grove to give him 
financial help.10 
• 
- ' ' . Thus all that can be· said about the •raptusn case is that it 
was serious enough to reach court, whether it involved rape or 
/._ ... 
seduction. Since there is no record of Cecelia ·Chaumpaigne 1s 
pregnancy at this time, it is unsafe to assume automatically that 
lewis Chaucer was the son of Geoffrey and Cecelia. The records 
are too few and the interpretation of 0raptus" too ambiguous to 
permit this liberty. 
There is good evidence that Geoffrey and_Philippa Chaucer had 
a daughter named Elizabeth. Unfortunately, only three documents 
connected nth her have survived. The .first is a warrant of 
-
Richard TI nominating Elizabeth 11Chausier·11 to be accepted :into ., 
the priory of St. Helen's in London. Richard II1 s warrant is .dated • 
' f-
1377. On May 12, 1381, Gaunt issued a warrant for the sum of 
£51 8s. 2d. for Elizabeth's various expenses and gifts upon the 
occasion of. her entrance into the· abbey of Barking. The last 
reference to her is the record of a vow of obedience to a new 
abbess taken at Barking in 1397.ll 
-
Critics have had. much to . say about Elizabeth Chaucer and her 
parentage. Manly- believed. that she was Geoffrey's daughter and -
suggested that she bad a sister., Agnes Chaucer, who was one. of 
,, \· 
:7S. 
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the •damsels· in waitingn at the court of Henry IV.12 Margaret Galway ·:~·. 
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believed that Eliza~th-~s the first child born to ~ofb'ey and ______ _ 
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· Philippa· and that her name suggests that they were honoring the 
· memory of Elizabeth of Ulster.13 Geoffrey's life annuity of 1.367 ; 
. 
may have come, according to G •. H. Cowling, on the occasion o:t 
- Elizabeth's birth.14 Wflliams sees Gaunt•s 1381 gift to Elizabeth.· 
as evidence of Gaunt 1s p~t-ernity of Elizabeth. He states that 
"This considerable swn o_f money may have been contributed because 
' .......... \·. Elizabeth was the daughter of Gaunt 1s friend Geoffrey-. But the 
~"Slllll was so large that one cannot help suspecting that Gaunt had 
a more intimate interest in Elizabeth.nl5 There seems, however, 
to be little basis for such a statement, at least in the bare 
. terms of Gaunt' s grant . It must be remembered that Gaunt was fond 
., 
of giving gifts to both friends and servants and what should be 
more appropriate and lllllocent than a gift to help the niece of 
Katherine Swy11f'ord and "the _ daughter of Gaunt I s friend Geoffrey"? 
The various spellings of Elizabeth's name (e.g., "Chausir," 
"Chansier~ n and "Chancy") indicate that she was -of some relation-
ship to Geoffrey Chaucer, in all likelihood, his daughter (although 
F. 11. Robinson believes, as did Nicolas, that Elizabeth may have 
beeilGeoffrey-1 s sister) •16 The circumstapc;:eS o! the 1367 life 
) 
_·annuity and----Elizabeth 1s name also suggest that she ~as born at 
this time.- All of- the evidence indicate.s,--then, that she was 
· -Geoffrey1 -s first chi-ld and· it is unfortunate that there, are no 
.further records of her whereabouts or actirj.ties after 1397. . 
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As · scholars of the twent~th eentur1, w must · not tor~t the· 
great difference between the time of Thomas and Geoffrey Chaucer 
· and our · own. Theirs was an age, for the most part., unconcerned 
with recording either its .foibles or great events -- an age., 
unfortunately for the modern scholar., :foreign to the news and 
history conscious twentieth-century. Records were kept., but they 
were likely to be in the form of functional., official documents, 
such as bousehold·aceounts, court proceedings, and royal grants 
and fines -- none of which were intended for the eyes of future 
~-'- · ... scholars. Indeed, the clearest picture -we have of the age comes 
not through the records, but through the poetry of a man who wrote 
only for his o;m time and court, and who later asked that he be 
forgiven for his sinful tales. Chaucer, like another author who 
wrote with little thought of posterity, has becone "not for an 
age; but for all time," much to th~ ... )distress of those who would 
seek out every detail of his life and thought. In ~ight of these 
;-
) . facts then, . it is not surprising that the number of satisfactory 
9,ocuments and references to the private lives of Geoffrey, Philippa, 
• 
,• "-· --.-- ·- - ti 
Thomas, Lewis, and Elizabeth Chaucer are often few and enigmatic. 
.· Add to this the toll the intervening centuries have taken --. the 
~evitable decay and loss ·of many records,. the ravages of fire and 
-· 
war which also took their share. of documents, both common.place and 
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····:Invaluable -- and it is not surprisjng that little remains to teU 
,., 
~ --,--,-·-····-····· . 
. -.• .-: . ...,.-. 
.. _ k ~1 .. 
us of the real Geoffrey Chaucer., his· wife and children, and their 
relationships to king and duke. The best that the modern critic 
can do is to glean what he can from the various remaining records 
of the time and form his speculations accordingly. ·Yet when he 
· must speculate., he must. realize also that be views the age ot 
Thomas and Geoffrey Chaucer., at best, "through a glass darkly," 
,· 
and thus temper his speculations and theories accordingly. 
Although the scholar• s task is difficult, it is far ft-om 
hopeless. The facts that remain do throw a good deal of light 
_,. 
on the subjects of Chaucer's marriage and children. We know that 
he was in the service of both Elizabeth of Ul.ster and Edward III 
and that he rose to a position of trust and responsibility during 
the French wars in 1360. Master William Bucldey's testimony 
provides us with an interesting glimpse of Chaucer as a student at 
the Inner TeYnple during the five or six years before his marriage. 
· From Philippa Chaucer I s grant of a life annuity in 1366 and Geoffrey's 
annuity in 1367, it may be inferred that the couple married in ]J66 
and had their· first child in 1.367. This Philippa Chaucer, mentioned 
0 
:for the f~st time in 1366 as the wife of Geoffrey, was the .. daughter . 
--
. of Sir Paon de Roet, Qu.een Phj lippa 's servant from Hainault. Philippa 
) 
de Roet was also m the service· of Elizabeth,,,of Ulster, listed in 
-E1izabeth's household accounts only as "Pb. Pan.," which would indi-
cate a scribal shortening··of the title ~Philippa, daug·hter · of 
,, 
..... -Panneto (de Roet-). 0 It is possible that Geoffrey and Philippa 
l ,·. 
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may have · net while in the service or Elizabeth and Lionel and . ' ,. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
· decided to· lnarry, oj- they· ~Y have been destined• tor each other · ··· · ~- · · ------~.--.. _,- --~--·-·-
. · .. 
,/ 
- • i · .. by Elizabeth or the· queen. 
., 
' . 
. Although both Philippa and Geoffrey received gif'tis and grants 
. 
. tor. their service to John of Gaunt, it cannot be· assumed, on the 
" 
---·-· basis of the records alone, that John.of Gaunt ws involveg. in a 
\ 
love affair with Philippa Chaucer·· and that Geoffrey was the willing 
-- or unwilling husband that Gaunt provided when their affair· was· 
ended. Gaunt I s many gifts to Philippa :indicate __ j;hat she was a 
.. 
trusted and favored servant in his household. When she became 
. ,, 
Gam1t rs sister-in-law, by Gaunt I s marriage ta . Katherine Swynford, 
it was even more natural that Gaunt should honor her with giftis 
and favors. 
Much has been said concerning the unhappiness of Chaucer's 
, ..
married life. Chaucer made repeated references in his poetry to .... 
the "wo that is in marriage, n aid many critics have assuned that 
he spoke· of his own marriage. This assumption cannot be supported-
b-y either the factual evidence -we have c:_oncerning his marriage 
..... , .. 
,:. 
or by the poetry-itself __ • The factual ~vidence gives no ind:lca-
tion, other than the couple 's-,long periods of separa-t-ion during 
Geoffrey's various royal missions, that Geoffrey and Philippa 
- . were unhappy and preferred ·to live apart. To read the poetry 
\ 
"--
.. , 
.. . .. : 
. 
... 
.. 
- ..:..z..:. as a literal statenent of Chaucer's marital sufferings-is to 
. 
. . 
. miss completely the po:int of Chaucer I s. delightful and repeated 
·\' 
. 
, 
_satire on husbands and wives. · Geoffrey and Philippa may have 
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been very h;;appy .. with each other- or they may have preferred ~o .live 
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permit us either to create or believe stories 0£ their unhappy · 
• 
. maIT1age. 
Thomas Chaucer, the son of Geoffrey and Philippa., rose· from~·-
the Chaucer family's midd1e class position to become a· wealthy 
landowner, krfight of the shire, sheriff, and chief butler to. the 
king. Through his marriage to Maude Burghersh., he increased his 
wealth and raised his social position.. Their daughter, Alice Chaucer, 
, 
married first the Earl of Salisbury and, on his death., the Duke of 
Suff'olk. Thomas Chaucer's great-grandson., the Earl of Lincoln, was 
declared He~ Apparent by Richard III. Thomas Chaucer's close con-
nection with the families of Beaufort and Lancaster and his rapid 
rise to wealth and social position have led some scholars to believe 
that he was an illegitimate child of John of Gallllt. Critics who 
hold .this theory of Thomas Chaucer I s parentage see his use of the 
_ .. Roat and, Burghersh arms; the failure of Lydgate to nention Thomas 1s 
father in his poem to Thomas; the prominence of the Beaufort, ·-·· 
Lancastrian, and Burghersh arms on his tomb; ·and the mention., by -
Speght, of those who doubted Geoffrey's paternity of Thomas, as 
evidence that Thomas was not the son of Geoffrey. However., this 
is an a~sumption that cannot be supported by these facts. Thomas 
would have been completely justified in using his mother's and his 
'Wife's arms; Lydgate was not writing a biographical poem and he did 
refer to Thomas' s father in his ·1rroz Boole; the · tomb nerely emphasizes 
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Thomas•s relation to the Beauforts and the House of I.an.caster;. 
and Speght•s do.ubters did not even leave ·a 1~cord of their reasons 
for. believing that Thomas was not Geoffrey's son. In short, the 
.. 
evidence of Thoraas's known association ·with Geoffrey gives us no• 
good reason--to believe that he was not Geoffrey's son. On the 
contrary, it gives us many good reasons to believe that he wa~ . 
Geo.t'frey-1s son. Thomas used the Chaucer nane, the Chaucer arms, 
and the Chaucer seal. He was identified" in a London lawsuit as 
. 
. the son of Geoffrey., and the leamed Thomas Gascoigne wrote t·hat 
he was the son of the . poet. The earliest scholars, from Glover 
to Speght, believed that he was Geoffrey's son and heir. All of 
the factual evidence available to modern scholars points to 
.Geoffrey Chaucer, and not Gatmt, or anyone el~e, as the .father 
of Thomas Chaucer. Thomas 's close friendship with the Beauforts . 
' and the royal famiiy, his wealth and: fortunate marr~age., were 
probably the results of his own abilities and his relation to 
both families as a· cousin • . • 
.. Lewis Chaucer, the ttlyte Lonstt of the Astrolabe, was also, 
as far as the facts permit us to state, Chaucer I s son. While 
critics have believed that Chaucer wrote the Astrolabe for 
~ir lewis Clifford's son, ·the· existence of documents concerning 
' .... 
. 
..,\ lewis Chaucer' shows that he was Chaucer's son and that the 
Astrolabe was written for him. Cecelia ChaUUlpaigne I s suit of 
rape against Chaucer in 1380 is inter•isting., but it does .. 11ot 
. 
, 
satisfactorily prove that Lewi.s was Chaucer's jJJi0gitjmate· child. 
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· -· -.-- Until new reqords are found that will link lewis more clo.se·:cy-
_________ . ...........,-'-'--~-~· wi'bh-·--this··--event·,····tie"mttst be considered as ·the ch:licf-of Geo.tfre7 
·' 
-
. ., 
,. 
-, 
.,,, 
and Philippa Chaucer. · 
Unforttmately, little is lmo,m about Elizabeth Chaucer. 
She was probably born _in 1367 and was named after Eiizabeth of 
Ulster. She entered the abbey of St. Helen's and later went 
to -the abbey of Barking, as shown by the various documents 
concerning her. While it has also been suggested., on the ba~ts 
of Gaunt I s gift;· to her on the occasion of her entrance into 
Barld.ng, that she was Gaunt 1s child by Philippa Chaucer, this 
assumption cannot be supported by the bare fact of Qaunt I s 
grant. The various spellings of her name, the date of her 
,. 
_ birth, and her first name, a11 make it reasonably certain that 
· she was Chaucer'.s daughter and first ·child. 
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Uote to Appendix: . . ....... 
: The following genealogy was composed sometj me between 
the :years 1567 and 1588 by Robert Glover. As .such, it ·is-, 
one of the earliest documents dealing with 1;,he relation-
~ 
· ship bet-ween Thomas and. Geoffrey Chaucer. Speght made 
use of Glover's work in _his The Workes of Our Antient and 
. learned Eng~ish Poet, Geffrey Chaucer in 1598. It is not 
lmown precisely where Glover Qbtained his information, but 
there is little doubt as to the accuracy of his genealogy. I 
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John F. Carson was born to Doris and Johri Oliver 
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. Carson at Abington, Pennsylvania on October 28, 1944 •. 
He attended public school in Stratford, Connecticut 
, :.,,., t : : . . .. and graduated with a Bachelor of Arts degree .from · 
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Drew University in June, 1966. He entered Lehigh 
University iri- September, 1966 and expects to receive · 
his Master o.f Arts degree in June, 1970. Mr. Carson 
is currently working on his doctorate in English at 
Kent State University. 
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